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and in a few minutes three bullets MIXED FARMING WILL
INFORMATION WANTED FOR
whizzed over his head. He opened
MAKE ESTANC1A VALLEY)
TELEPHONE HEARING
fired and immediately came to town
is
Live stock growing is a leading
The state highway department has
for help. Parties returning with him
The Estancia Valley is well suited
Monday September 1st
designatThe state corporation commission
found that Ogle was the man who by climate and soil to diversified has requested specific information
industry along the line of the New received notice that a bin caterpillar ed "Labor Day" through proclama
Mexico Central Railway. Facilities tractor has been shipped from Peo- - tion of Acting Governor B. F. Pan- received the shots. He was brought farming according to A. C. Gilmer of 'as to the business done in New
for handling and loading live stock jria. III. This is
to the County Hospital and given aid
Mr. Gilmer has had experience ico bv the Mountain States Tele.
powerful machine key. He respectfully invites all citi-ar- e
and the next night he wa taken to in farming with live stock as a lead- - phone and Telegraph Company for
very important to the live stock of 120 horsepower and able to pull! rem to assist in appropriate
The railroad is at present! big graders and other road machin-- j bration. He says:
the Santa Fe Hospital at La Junta ing line. He came to the valley) use in studying the present increas-Th- e
Labor in its broad sense, which ii
overhauling the stock pens along;
cry or haul a long string of wagons.
rates. The commission is getting
parties tell conflicting stories about two years ago from the Pan-je- d
im-in regard to the affair and it is handle of Texas where he farmed fready for the
The survey of Federal aid project includes every citizen excepting the
i
the line and making extensive
hearing September
18
of
for
No.
the convenience
from Carlsbad east to the idle, confronts two enemies today,
thought the end is not yet. Raton successfully for more than fifteen 15th. The letter asking for the in
provements
Lea county line has been complet- - which can be and must be extermin- - NEW MEXICO
the stockmen.
in
He
was
formation
Reporter.
one
of
fact
the
says:
jyears.
At Santa Fe the stock yards are led, reports district engineer W. Coated, namely the red flag and food
'pioneers that brought that great! Section 11 of Article XI of the
A few nights ago burglars entered plains country out of the
equipped with water and feeding Davedson. The plans, estimates, and hoarders. The red flag, with its
constitution of the State of New
Stock yards are also specifications are now being prepar- - norant and vicious battle cry, is
NEWS REVIEW the office of the Stubblefield garage stage to a successful farminggrazing
n
stage. Mexico, as you perhaps know,
one mile north of Clark, ed in his office in Roswell. Assoon'terly out of place in a free and
Mr. Gilmer had a family of boys ithorizes the commission to inspect
Springer through a screened win- dow in the alley and carried away and needed more room. After a the books, papers and records of . all
opening into Governor B. F. Pankey's as approved by the Secretary of Agri-- 1 prosperous nation ; food hoarders
'culture, the project will be ready for) and profiteers, groups of conscience- the cash register containing $25.00 careful inspection tour of promising transportation and transmission com-i- n
pasture.
BERNALILLO
reless
construction.
At Stanley the yards are being
men, traitors to their country,
currency. A pair of pliers were districts, he located in the Estancia panics doing business in the state
built with water connection from
The plans, estimates, and specif - constitute as great a menace to
secured from a fchow case to open valley and started out to adjust him- - and to require from such companies
as the red flag, and should Walkad off With
well with gasoline pump. Stockmen cations for the construction of
the
register where it was found a self to the new conditions.
He had doing business in the state from time
Liaaia
in this district are building) a dip-- : era! aid project No. 20 will be com-- 1 be as quickly and unmistakably dealt
A Ford automobile belonging to few blocks from the garage rifled just gotten fairly under way when to time special reports and state-o- f
its contents. There is said to be the war came and three boys went mints concerning their business. In
ping vat.
Jpleted this week, reports district en- -, with. These two elements which to- - J. S. Kelly, was stolen from in front
y
are attempting! to disrupt and of his home
At Moriarty a new pen has been oineer V. C. Davidson.
no clue as to the identity of the 'to the armv. He is no longer vntuur orde r ih.it we man he ,m a in:iiinn
It is
bunaay evening, accordbuilt and extensive repairs made to'pected that there will be no delay plunge the country into distress, give ing to a
burglars although suspicions are en- - and the absence of the sons made it. to pass intelligently upon the
to the police.
report
the old yards
difficult to carrv out the nlans alone tion of tolls,
es and rhiri'e
Arrangements have in the approval of the plans and LAbUK DAK a new significance and The police are working on the case
been made to carry tank cars to this that the project may be ready for importance this year, and I urge that and hope
1he boys are back from the war now will require anil you are hereby re- to recover it, although it
as
as
well
point to water stock loaded there construction in sixty days. This pro- organized,
general labor, is harder ta trice a stolen rord than Henry Floyd of Johnson Mesa
already back into the harness, queued to furnish the commission
is a seven mile section of the.lend every possible effort, consistent any otnrr
for shipment.
Mr. Gilmer has a Varietv nf crims at the earliest nr.ielirnhte Hate lui'h
iject
machine
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big field of Indian corn that looks a sworn statement setting torth the
crop,
tmens, luwarus
Mr. Floyd predicts a total of about fine, an excellent bean field, millet,
last year, having watering and feed- - coin county, covering the Picacho overcoming these common enemies.
ami expendi- earnings, investment
a
Labor was one of the principal New RocU Crushing Plant
dollars' worth of
ing facilities. A dipping plant was hill and Border hill. It will he (Travel
etc. The oats planted May 25 Hire of the company within the
surfaced and cost around $59,0000 forces which brought about the great
built by the stockmen.
dure on the mesa for this vear.
is headed out nicelv and will soon sta'e as a whole .mil :ln f.r th
Tin. :,,,.;,,,,,
comoai.y Raton
The final approval of Federal aid victory in the recent world war, and wji begin immediate construction
At Wil'ard arrangement has been
he ready to harvc-t- .
The s'and of several exeh.ineei during the
Range
uf;
16
is
in Lea county is ex- Labor today
one of the great !a modern rock crushing and screed-- '
made with the Santa Fe Railway project No.
mats is pood and the straw sirnnj from January 1, 1019, to July 31, I91H.
The field of millet will make a fine We will want this statement to he
suuii aim preparations arc ic- "uivn
mnnii w c ucpcuu lor ing plant on Worth rourth street Hail Wipes Out Crop
iu itrau aiui.a in us yarns, mai arc uci-irA very heavy hail storm, which was hav crop. Mr. Gilmer had a small so itemized that it will show in
equipped with water and feeding, ng prepared to advertise for bids the orderly and peaceful
fronting on the Santa Fe racks.
This is a section of the Carlsbad lishment of national prosperity and
The plant will have a capacity practically local, wiped out the crops tield of sudan grass that is verv tail the toll, exchange and o'her
At ledarville the
road across a stretch ol contentment
railroad will
larger than any similar plant now in,on Mnwood Mesa, just north of Ra-- ; thrifty, comparing very favnrahl revenues; the toll and exchange
build a medium sized stock pen in, about eight miles of sand
with Panhandle sudan. At the lion
the slate and will be in intention 'on. a few days ago.
plant investments, how the valua- Bids are bring asked for the con- - SUCCESSFUL OLD SETTLERS
There will not be enough grain on was a pood garden with every stand- - tion of the same was arrived
case the stockmen build a dipping!
within thirty days.
at, the
REUNION AT OTTO
It will handle all trades and itcs 'the mesa this year to pav for thresh- - ard variety of garden truck. A field basis used in computing deprcria-o- f
plant there. The matter is now un-- ; structton of Federal aid proiect No
der consideration and it is likely 11. to be submitted to the stale high
of crushed rock and gravel as well iis!'nfT. it being estimated that some
potatoes is being tried nut ami so tion. amount consitleteil a a fair r..
that a dipping vat will be built
way engineer Leslie A tiillett on
There was a big turn-oami turn over and above
to the old sand and will supply both road and .thing like 95 per cent of a very prom-- ; far look's promising'.
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and
This improves the stock loading September 15th. This is sections ?, settlers' reunion at Otto in the Es-- ! street construction operations and 'sing wheat field was destroyed, with pumpkins seemed to be at home and the various items of expenses;
expense
facilities very materially on the New and 3 of state highway No. 13 injtancia valley last Friday and Satur-- ' the building trade
.a money loss of between $15,000 and sewing plenty of fruit.
to operations in
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J here
Mexico Central.
miuin niunry on rne roan iron day. everybody in that part ot the
Mr. Gilmer believes in taking, New Mexico. In other words, such
may he some salvage;
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For Mambars
everything to market on the hoof andja statement as we desire will give
The Alhunuernue Council nf the 'crops, but this will not co far tow- - will feed whatever he raises to hogs complete information on all matters
nines, ir negins at tnt nounn- - ia,d aside work for the time to have
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Columbus
held
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special
A strong program had been care- Hospital reservation and extends to
TiinHav niirht ai which ers for their other losses.
including milk cows. He has 'deration for rate making purposes,
line of the forts reserve. The, fully
Should the wage demands ol rail-'th- e
rransred bv the kommittee. nlans were discussed for narticioa-- i Two successive disasters from hail made a start in hoirs and has al- - and the statistical data will he so
road labor be granted, it will be road will be gravel surfaced.
h included races of every descrip- - tion in a state-wid- e
drive for mem- - on the mesa is unusual for that
hogs of good size. They have compiled as to clearly portray the
I he farmer residents
ition from foot races by yoiinu and bers which it to be made in the,caltythere been raised on Ru ssian thistle pas financial (condition of the comnanv
necessary to increase freight rates
AROUND
MILLS
not discouraged, but will pluck- ture and a little grain every day so far as its New Mexico business
at least fifteen per cent. The pre-- ! COUNTY
old; wheel barrow races; horse, pony, near future. The meeting was atHAS PROSPEROUS
TEAR and burro races; tournament riding tended by Donald Blevins, state dis- - "y K in for another crop next year, otherwise.
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"The demands now on file with the present. A splendid wheat crop has! The first day a fine barbecue
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large representation at Santa!
The work of remodeling thelcrops msv lie grown even- - year. description of the
harvested and is now being tier was fcerved. Otherwise
director general, if granted, would
here Fe on September 13, when Admiral!
company in this
property
increase the monthly payroll, on the thrashed and is turning out much 'were enough well filled baskets with Benson, a member of the order, will former O'Brien feed store for oc-- : Careful farming in his opinion will Estate, w ith value of buildings, switch
Where good things to eat to keep every receive a distinguished service medal cupancy by the Nutting Drug store soon develop the valley.
basts of the payroll of January I, netter tnan was expected.
wire systems etc., and a list
hoards,
Raton is in progress under the)
1919, to more than 250 per cent of .ten bushels
per acre was ex- - body cheerful and in fine trim to voted to him by the last session
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"
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their wheat that cut, thrashed and campaign
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HONDALE IS PROMISED
advised R. L. Kelly secretary of the
sti te college, the extension servce, Quanah and I'lainview.
in
No.
aid
37.
Union
Federal
will
El Paso and come by
at
start
project
A very much reduced force in water the department of agriculture.
Association
It
of American Colleges
STATION FACILITIES City Casapiaff Crouad
of
line
west
the
t
of
begins
county,
and
of
inter-vatTularosa.
the Cham pressure oyer the city, and at
Alamogordo
s has no capitat stock.
Through the efforts
The incor way
that the French government now
a complete shut of has occa- - porators are Chas. Adams, Thoma- - Definite schedules and information
offers twenty scholarships in lead- the county near Dedman and extends
Through the efforts of the cor ber of Commerce the city ramping
Moines
Des
near
eastward
to
De
past
r,,n
of
Main
Wl"
has
east
street
man.
stoned many queries as to the rea A. B. Chilcote. A. L. England, and ?n
ground just
ooratioa eommiitioa Federal
""X eptem- ing French Lycees for the year be Granville, a distance of twenty-thre- e
for the faliure in water supply. Orren Beaty of Clayton.
i"'rIn
jbeen put in shape for campers. Fri-.sginning October 1st. These scholar- miles. This is a ection of the Colo- ager A. E. Sweet of the E, P.
cases
cars
wi'l
many
S. W. recommends to the U. S. RaSI- - day teven cart from other tections According to the city manager everv
ships are offered to young women
to Gulf highway by way of road Administration
,rlvel the entire distance while
between 18 and 20, able to read rado
that a freight were nsing this ground. The iilumb- - Inumn in the Dower plant is in operat DISCRIMINATORY FREIGHT
$74.Raton.
The
cost
estimated
on
is in, the weeds have been cat ing condition and is doing its utmost I
the
h
,ome
long- house 12x16 feet and
RATES PROPOSED ,n
French and follow French lectures, 000 00.
waiting room ing
It is expected o have early ?.I2 feet be built at aHondate
er runs
.
it is planned
to have
south ana tne grounds have been put in yet the pumpinfj capacity is insuf-th- e
and of high standing in school work.
best of nne'ition. A sign itlfjcient and unable to more than
of Deming. There are no facilities
include tuition, approval of these projects.
The schoiaryhips
Authority is being asked to amend rch community furnish cars to carrv
ot any kind at present for shippers soon to be put tn Main street to supply the water mains. Every pump the Tacific Freight Bureau's 15th passengers to the next community
room, and board. Applications may
of tomatoes to the Deming canery nireci motorists 10 ine camping , working directly upon the mains, retinn innlvinB to rliu rate be- - participating
be sent direct to Mr. Kelly in Chica- ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL
ASSOCIATION IS FORMED and fruit and vegetable to El Paso. ground. Tha carr? ground is to be with an occasional
This convention will be one of the
use of the fire tween El Paso and Demirsr to roints
go or through Mr. Wagner.
d used
The train conductor has been
only by motorist!. Roswell pump to keep the necessary pressure, in Arizona, the corporate n commis- - biggest incentives to better highways
The Roosevelt Memorial AssociaRecord.
has been advised. The changes ccr held in the state, and t is ex- j
For the past several days, the
to receive and bill
GOVERNOR INVITED TO
tion has been formed by a number shipments out of Hondale. express
Imand for water from the mains has :Troposed are very favorable to El pected to be the largest conven- REVIEW OF FLEET of the late Colonel Roosevelt's
of ,: k,,nl ever held in the state.
per''Tn
that it has been impos-jPas- o
wi'h few exceptions, but thev
C0LFAX
sonal friends.
CROP BUREAU ESTIMATES
sible to fill the water tower at the discriminate against Deming so se- - An excellent program of entertain- Secretary Daniels of the Navy has "To provide memorials in accor
will be provided for the three
ment
CABBAGE AND MELONS
plant, hence the city has no emcr-- 1 risonlv that much of the johbiig
invited Governor O. A. Larrazolo and dance with the plans of the Nstinn- 5
M"
should a shut- - business out of Demine would be ""' and ample arrangements will
and
.
'gency
supply,
wife to be present at the review ota Committee which will include the
Last Tuesday evening the people Anw
Local Reporter. Las Crttces DisThe corporation commis- - he made for the accommodation of
,e neressary the public would destroved.
the Pacific Fleet at San Francisco jerecfjon cf
citable and adequate trict. There
500 cart of cabbage of this city bear ! several hots ring br erca,tv inconvenienced.
wired the Interstate Com- - visitors whether they are coming to
are
sirn
has
.
on unor umj oqncniucr
r
monumental memorial in Washing in this district with a prospect of a otit in the vicinity of Goat HilL
their own camping outfit, or
Togrther with the inrrrnveniencc merer Commission and protested
dent Wilson and Secretary Daniels ton ; acquiring,
The shrtoring took place
and
after 0f
development
'he proposed change in prefer other accommodations.
Wrak water ,pplv is the
wilt be on board the Oregon as the maintenance of a park in the town very largely increased acreage next nine o clock and there shortly
-'
, f;r,
is consider"If alloweit to become ef.
xt,.
fleet comes through the Golden Gate. of Oyster Bay whirti may nl'tmatetv. year.
L Crttces District, Local Report able mystery a to what ted up to the i endeavorint; to hold a m;nimtm fertive." wires the commission, 'the WOULD HAVE RAILROADS
Governor Larrazolo may extend his perhaps,
Alice
that
Mr.
include Sagamore Hill, to be er, There are
It
teems
FORFEIT UNUSED LANDS
cart of canta scooting.
supply as a fire precaution, but tbi iehange will inrreae rate from
visit in California to attend this
conducts the Lyric stipply
preserved like Mount Vernon
must necessarily be used inline and be a discrimination in fas-o-r
J;ioupes in this district wi h a prospect Cockran, who em
..... u..vu.
be
letters
. K. ......v. . ror a very largely increased
has
rooms,
receiving
the event the demand exceeds the of Fl Paso excent in some instan- -' Secretary Lane has submitted a
acre
asking her to place $1,000 in a desig- out.pnt. Clovis Journal.
next year.
report iu vonKirst in umiiicniiin
age
AMERICAN LEGION TO
nated spot This 'ime it was- to be
DAYLIGHT SAVINGS
The commrsion follow np the tele- - the enactment of a bill to forfeit
pear Goat HilL She notified Chief
heretofore granted to
HAVE STATE CONVENTION
LAW KILLED SHOEMAKFR STTWN
gram with a strong letter and re- DE BACA
I
IMPROVEMENTS ASKED of Police Jesse James, whi teenred
onest to be heard before the rates railroad companies through Indian
a
in
of
J. T Ogle,
the person
deputy
The New Mexico American Legion
Both houses of Congress passed!
.reservations, lands and allotments in
go into effect.
sav- Citizens of Shoemaker have re- - a Santa Fe car inspector. Both offi Moacr la Bear Grata
will hold its convention in Albuquer- the bill repealing the day-ligthe
themselves
near
secreted
failed to construct the road or utilize
sr law over the President s yeto quested the corpora'ion to helt to cer!
The bear
que October 16. 17, and 18. It tri
industry, which it HENRY FORD
GETS SIX CENTS land granted for station grounds for
expected that CoL Theodore Roose- with plenty of voes to mare. The obtain a more tatifactry waiting 'money to await the coming of the is thoueht will be a profitable one in
;a period of five vc.ts T"' Secretary
wnicr.
this county, is being tried out by
velt Jr. would be present But he clock will go back to ordinary e
room at the Santa Fe Railway !t-'of the farmers. Bear grass
states that he wilt be unable to be the last Sunday in October. The tion at this point They also wait The Chief was armed with an
Henry Ford is vindicated to the also recommends that be he emoow- in his sn;t for ered to drcHe a'l i':r't:in of
President vetoed this repeal twicejthat passenger traint Not. 1 and 10 tomatic revolver hnd a sawed-of- f iwhih can he had for the cutting at- - ertent of six
present, doe to other engagement
It is hoaed that his itinerary mav he first ;me at rider to the aertTmake rwnlar tops thrre at tbevlsbot pun. In a thort time he taw most anywhere, is not only a fine libel for a million dollars aea:nst arising under the prrmoed law after
and bearsne to parties tss
still be changed to that he may be nature bi'l and second the tpecial.have difficulty ia flagging traint a man crawling a'ong toward the feed when it is cut and baled, but it 'be Chicago Tr'hnne. b'eose it called
to be final.
bill passed later.
J place where the
(Continued Cu page four.)
I interest, his finding
money wat placed,
present
jhira an anarchist in 1916.
jwhen the operator it off duty.

barrels per day rapacity and eleva- tor storage of 45,000 bushels and is Rivr CROSS

before
war.
That is the gist of the wage memo- randnm presented to President. Wil- son by Warren S. Stone and the
members of the advisory committee
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C. B. AMES

MAY

ENGLAND

FUNK

MISS ANTOINETTE

ON THE TREATY

TRIES TO

UNCOVER BIG

WILD WEST

FOOD STORES

'1

RE-ENA-

LATI

PLAY

Fascinated by Moving Pictures, Accidentally Hangs

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

Boy,
HITCHCOCK I 6 SUES STRONG
STATEMENT THRU LEAGUE
TO ENFORCE PEACE.

IS

IN

BRITAtN WILL TAKE
AGAINST CARRANZA
REPORT.

STORAGE

COLD

WILL

MAY

VOLVED

OF LIVING.

of the liritlsh govern-nien- t
has added a new complication to the Mexican muddle, the
results of which will he watched with
Mia Antoinette Funk, former
Intense Interest hy all nut ions whose
worker in 1012 at Chicago, liatioiials have heen suffering from Ihe
and vie chairman of the woman' Instnhility of government soiilh of lie
to direct Itio liiiinile. Knglaud, now the world
Liberty loan committee,
the educational department of the war is over, will take up the quest ion
woman'a bureau of the Democratic na- of olitaluiiig protection for Hritlsli Intional committee.
terests In .Mexico and In so doing w ill
come into collision witli
'arrnii.a,
whom the Itrilisli government has nev
BLASTS
THREE
or recognized.
REPORT
If Cleat Britain should contemplate
taking forceful measures for hrliigiug
KEYAT
OF STRIKERS
RIOTS
Carian.a to time, it is not douhted
thai she would ask the consent of the
STONE WIRE PLANT NEAR CITY.
I'll it oil States In deference to Ihe Monroe doctrine, or at least appeal to Ihe
SHERIFFS BATTLE MOB OF 800 I'niled States to lake audi steps as
STRONG WHO ATTACK
would procure protection mid respect
FACTORY.
for the Interests of llrltlsli stihjecta in
in .Mexico

:
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I

I

I

(ioll.

"I tlink llli

nilllNf jfll'l' I'lillMlll illK
number of si'iiaiois.
There
n a ui'ouin
iIciiiiiihI for ai'iiou

a
I

It lui
n )m.
hail Ihe
irealy since .Inly III. I'or five weeks,
tlielvfulv, Ille ttVHl.v lias lieell in rolll
h

tin-

ii

01

i

i

Morale unhtnii a oie or any older
ni'llon.
lie
"'Ihe Senate - wailini:, ami
iiiiintiy is waiting, ami the iiiiaiiem e
is
Kxeryuiie knows ihal ihe
enemies of the treaty anil oionein
of tile League of Nations control llie
oininilteo. F.vorumc also knovts that
I'uli-liThey ilo not control the Senate.
selltilni'llt resents the suesl ioll
that the oiiolielils nf Ihe lea v lni;lil
I

I

kcii
Mil

loekeil

lli

I

Ihe eolillll it I
tliis greatly delays nil ifii ation.
it

"When

ill

raised the issue

I

lieeiinie

il

l

the

ill

l

llial

mi

lteillhllean melllliel's
ui'lr
to further delay and so an understanding was rcni'licd for voting.
Since Inn several days id' aildilional
delay have inlerv eneil. Inn e hoie 10
lie-voting ill eommitlee this week nil
We iHlcli! to
roposed lllnellillllellts.
get ihe treaty reported Inn k to lift
Senate in a week or len days.
"It is of little iniiortanee hal the
committee does as lotiy as il doc
something, if il reeomtnetids ainiiiil-llielitlhi' Senate will reject Ihclil. If
il mutilates the tienty, the Senate will
cure Ihe damage done. Tin chief harm
thai Ihe ciiinmitlee can do is in causing delay.
"F.vcrione now realizes ihal we are
still suffering fi'iuii war, and that Ilia
first step toiinl relief is in ratify the
peace irenij. The rresideiit's aildretii
served to arouse the country to the
k iri it
of treaty ratification us
one of Ihe slops liecessn rj n reduce
the cost of living.
He has very iioierl connecteil the
high cost of living uitli Ihe war. Me
Jias shoun Ihal wo calinol get rid of
iir coudilions anil war evils until
peace cniiies, with its normal coiidil

in

.

ij i

-

t

lollH.

"lie has shown ihal ihe first step
ihal iniisi he taken is the ra float ion
of the Irealy. In pointing this out and
In inking ihe leadership in ii movement
t
to reduce the cost of living, the
has brought the treaty much
nearer to 8 K'tc."
I

I'rei-lilcti-

Approves Wheat Price.
Ottawa, MM, An initial payment of
'J I.' per Imshel to farmers for wheal
Vortliern Fort
on the basis of No.
Williams has heeu lei oiiiiiieinled hv
the wheat hoard of control and up
proved iv the cm erinueiit, iiirordlng
iti mi aiiiiouiicenieiit hy Sir lienrgo
Foster, acting prime minister.
1

I

ARE

FLYERS

SET

IN THE MEXICAN
SITUATION.

representative

-

with

IN-

W

Washington, IK C., Aug. HI. Senator
Hitch "Oi k, louder iif the siiinirli-- i s of
I he
irmly Willi Iotiiihiiv in t lie .Sen
ate 'onuiiittee on Foreign Hflutlon,
lias iticil lhifollowing siaiiMin-n- t
iliru III League to Enforce Pence
" I lie
tidily ratification situation
ciiaiigcd soiiu'uliut ilurlni: ilie piist
week. A new issue was imsetl when
asked he iliitiriiiuii of the Foreign
i hi in
Kelalliuik
ami nuijulily
iiifililn'is wlii-- tin v ii'niiisfil In (jet

FREE

Tninn .Ni Ftrvlf.
Mni Nwr-eeI'eoiia, III., Aup. M. The Second
i i;iinenl, Seventh hattallon
Illinois re
serve unlit in, stationed here ami eoni- uianileil
hy Ma). II. M. I'owell, has
heen oi deled
lo Ihe
siene of Ihe
strike. This uiortiiiiK It was reported
that Hirer severe hlasts occurred within the plant 'if the Keystone Wile ami
Steel 'nuipaiiy. The hhisls could he
lieald fol several miles.
W

Mexico.
At the

I'nrls peace conference

both

and France discussed the
Mexican question with President Wilson, and the latter Is said to have given assurances of adopting H mora vigorous policy In dealing with farranza.
The first evidence of fulfillment nf
this promise is the President's note of
July
threatening Currunzn with a
radical change of policy unless American lives and property are protected.
I'nless the situation mends materially, i i rent lliltain will not hesitate tn
hring Mexico hefore the liar of the
I'eoiia,
persons were league of nations with u view to havhot and seriously wounded and a score ing iniinilalory presutnahly the United
if
oilier persons received cuts and Slaies appointed to govern the cha'.raises when several hundred strikers in lc laud.
The chief auhjeel of discussion In
the Key
mil sv input hi.crs charged
stone W ire and Steel I 'oinpany's plant Mexico "It y. according to mall reSouth P.artonville, five miles from ceived through official channels, la the
hy the
ihis city. A handful of deputy sher possihlllty of Intervention
iffs who have heeu unni'iMlic: the plant United State.
Mexicans do not approve the idea of
where a strike of Mill workers has heen
fio several weeks, foiiih! intervention hy this country hut adii progress
ff tin- riolers, returning mllev for vol vices say the situation linn become so
disorganized during the protracted
ley.
rev nlutioiiary period that one Mexico
The seriously wounded are Itoiilien
declares Wt per cent
Sominers mi'l Alvlii Sonnners, vvno I'ily dally paper
look on the possibilre conneiieil with Ihe firm, and a of the population
of intervention with Indifference
:ln watchman who was shot in the ity
'.Hi
per cent of the educated class
Tin- Summers were while
k hv snipers.
would welcome it.
tired upon w ltd sholKiins.
ii. rail ic oiithreaks colli lulled IhroiiKlii.ut the day and resulted in the shoot
SIX CENTS
of
two FORD GETS
iliL' and sliuhllv wouniliim
on
the
ilepu
strikers who had fired
ICS.
FAMOUS SUIT FOR MILLION DOLLARS CLOSED.
Ihe first ouihreak occiirreil when a
truck load of strike hreakers were
Ml.
Clemen. A Jury awarded Henallied to the plant under protection
ry Kurd tl cents damages against the
of deputy sheriffs.
Chicago Tribune for calling htm on anThe principal oiithreak followed the archist.
Attorney Alfred .1. Murphy,
shoot Inn of a woiaati hy a sniper near for Mr. Ford, said: "The important
III this case lia
heen determined
the plant. She was only allfriitly In
jured. I .a or a truck load of strike- - favorably lo the plaintiff. H I"'" heen
Weymouth IClrkland, of
hreakers approached the plant and fir- - vindicated."
counsel for ihe Tribune, sold : "We call
Int was renewed.
II a victory for the reason that Attor.Minor oiitliteaks siarted fight weeks ney Alfred Lin king, in closing for Mr.
he company einjiloyea Ford, suited that anything less than
agn w hen
si rink for hither wages and a closed substantial damages would be a defeat
shop. Wage increases were granted for his client."
hut the company refused lo recognize
Huddleaton Make Charge.
their union, mid for a lime the plant
Washington. Charges that members
was closed down.
of ihe Nnt tonal Coal association, composed of bituminous operators, are In
Firemen Mak Demands.
a conspiracy to keep coal off the mar:t."i
tl.1
A
I 'lev eland, Ohio.
lo
per ket at a reasonable price, and that as
demanded
Is
cent increase in wages
a result a severe shortage Is In
for llT.tMi firemen and hostlers on
were made ill the House by
mid
railroads in the l"hllel States
Ilildillestou of Alabama,
I'anada in il wage scale adopted
himself an owner of coal lands.
IKXI
general chairadjournment hy
men of Ihe Urol lirrhi nhI of Locomotive
Deport Twenty Mexican.
in session
f iremen and Knginemen
Iais Angeles, Calif. Twenty Mexhere. Another demand to he present- icans were sent from l.os Angeles to
ed to the director general of railroads
the international line for deportation.
is that all coal hurtling liHsiuiolives ill
They were confined In a special car
road servh-weighing i'mMNSi imiiiiiiIs under guard.
to A. E. Burand over shall he equipped with meimmigration Inspector, the men
chanical stokers and Ihut two firemen nett,
were deported for spreading inflammashall he eiuploved on all such locomotory doctrines and literature.
tives until they are so equipped.
King Give Approval.
Loudon.
Karl Say He I Still King.
King (ieorge has given hla
assent to the bill adopted by ParliaHerlih. A isiurler lilts arrived ill
trea-tv- .
according to reMirts received ment ratifying the liemian wae
law.
thus
act
The
m
former
from
Kinierr
letter
with
Karl In Archduke Joseph, In which
Hun Reject Demand.
Karl declares he Is still the erowned
The German government
king of Hungary and commissions
r
has rejected the demand of the allies
Joseph to take over the sovereign
until lie returns. The report adds for the recall of General von IVr
of German
that the letter thanks the archduke for (Joltr., commander-in-chie- f
fon-ein the Italtlc province.
the services rendered the dynasty.
England
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AVIATORS
HELD FOR RANSOM
ARE LIBERATED.

Maria. Texas, Aim. I'.i. Lieut. II. G.
r
IVtersoii, one of the two American
held hy .Medcaii
haiidits for
rniisom, crossed the liorder l
sl",ll
the American side early
morning.
Peterson
Shortly lifter l.leiiteiiHiit
crossed the horder f'aplHin Matlark
r k U with him Lieutenant
I'm Is. The ransom money ii taken
across the horder to Ihe luindit render-imihv I'aplaln Mntlio k of the Klglith
avaliy. I'nptain Matlnck went alone,
awaiting h signal flnshed from the
iiioiintaiiiii hi the handils.
hvI-iiie-

i H

I

i

l,

e

s

Beer Ban Lifted.
All restriction on the outlyondon.
put of Ihit Imve been removed. The
government announced that the 1 reat
stricting the output will I
the net session of Parliament. Meanwhile, the Hiinouiieetneiit says. Its pro- will not lie enfori'ed.
rcH-nle-

iin

T

Salvage Gold.

reeover more than
pan of (lie fortune of
thel ate hm I'nul K nicer, oni-- prenl-len- t
tif the Transvaal, which Is le-- I
ill I lie laiUI fif
ieved to lie
the liark I odmImh. unk on Tenedom
reef, off the const of ZuliilaniL i one
which may he revlvefl
f tlie
revult of Improvement In the
of selvainng sunken shipo. It
ieveil that Kniirer' fortune will lien
In the Ixittnm of the Ifcirnthe.

lmloii.

T

in told,

ow-e-

s

Unci Shoota Bridegroom.
Isenver. l.oster J. Vim KoMcton
t . p ii t In a serious
lies In the coi
condition, Klioi hy an uncle of Ids
hriile of two days.
orge I. Murpl'y,
real estate
(C vesrs old, a retired
dealer of A ma ri Ilo, Teias. who op- isised the wedding of his niece, did
the shooting. He is in the city jail.
where lie went immediately after the
lie is being
affrnv and surrendered,
held wiidiug the result of Von Kohlslon's Injuries. The latter was shot
twice in the left shoulder and proha-hlw ill recover.
-

Ha

Evidence,
Government Ranaom Flyer.
din-ago"Fails and figures that
WaahiiiKton.
llavllif Iswn finiellel
will send every last food hoarder in
tn ranxrrn two American army offii-efrom Memii-ahamlils. to demand the Chicago to the penitentiary are In the
release of another American
possession of the United State gov
held for ranom ami note another roh-lr- y ernment today," declared Assistant
ounl-efl- ,
IHstrlct Attorney R. A. Milroy. who,
In whli-t- an American wa
the I'nited Slates la face to far together with Col. Henry R. Harris.
with the realization that Carranra haa Ir, ha charge of the grand jury prof
A
failed imally to jiaelfjr Mexlen. and iteering investigations. In surrey nf
various warehouses
the
Chicago ha
measure
that Bothitif ahort of drastic
while the public I be
determined
that
ran artitere proterllon for Americans
a
tn( fleeced hy high price the
nnth of the Rio Grande.
art bulging with supplle.
U.

.
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ware-honsa-

MOVE

FOOD

DISCOVERY,

Himself.

IS REPORT.

fulfill N'mfipapar 1'nlon Noti Earvira.
WasliiiiRton, Aug. IS The action of
Cnnanza in virtually deporting the

W eaters Keweiapei I'ulun Kcni Ear lea.
(By EOWARO B. CLARK.)

hits

BECOME

PLANTS

TO AVOID

IS

WAR

ASK PROTECTION

ENGLAND

RATIFICATION WILL BRINQ
ABOUT REDUCTION IN COST

8AY8

8T0RA0E

ACTION

Yank Lick Jap Coolie.
San Franclsifj, Calif. The Uvea of
more than a score of passengers
aboard the Pacific mall ship Ecuador
were protected at Kobe, Japan, when
George O'Brien, Nil Chriatcnsen and
a solon watchman,
Kdward DanlH
fl'Brieu, fought 300 Japanese coolies
to a standstill and prevented the mob
front boarding th vessel and wreak
ing their vengeance, upon the men.
women and children who had been battling the Orientals, who had been
iseerliig through th porthole at the

W

sty

COMPANIES ARE MAKING
THREE PROFITS FROM WASH
SALES.

SUGAR

Waalern Nrwapspar t'nlon Nawa Sarvtca.

ir?

Following the seizure

Washington.

It

was announced that

every

effort

would be made to secure penitentiary

EXHAUSTED

sentences for those found guilty of
profiteering. The wave of resentment
against food hoarding now sweeping
when state
the country gained fore
officials took concerted action to break
up combines to hold food In storage
for higher prices.
Ohio. Gov. James M.
Columbuis,
United
Cox
Assistant
telegraphed

Generul Frank Davis
ARE States Attorney
at Washington that the Sheriff street
MADE PUBLIC.
warehouse and storage
company,
Clevelund, to avoid federal penalty, is
MAY ADOPT RADICAL
CHANGE moving its meat product to Chicago
warehouse, and that records as to preTOWARD MEXICAN
vious storage In Cleveland are being
GOVERNMENT.
destroyed. While the governor' telegram did not give the name of comWaatarn Kasapapar 1'alon Nawa Sarvtca.
panies alleged to be shipping their proAtWashington, Aug. l.'i. In making ducts to Chicago, hi telegram to A
General Palmer said Morris
torney
on
two
the
the
Mexican,
notes
public
& Co. were owner of
situation It was learned here that Co. nnd Wilson
of
2,000,000 pound of meat alpart
.10,000 American troops are stationed
leged to bt liuld In the Clevelund storalong the Mexican border ready for age house Illegally under Ohio lawa.
Immediate action, If President Wilson Brandt & Co., Cleveland, were alleged
deems Intervention necessary. Amer to own the remainder.
ica n cruiser are being rushed to Join
Governor Cox announced that activithose already in American water. MaJ, ties are only the beginning In the
Gen. Joseph T. rilckniiiii U In com
state's war on food profiteering. He
mand of the ten regiments of Infantry, aid many additional warrant will be
seven of cavalry and three of artillery Isaued.
now on the border.
The governor requested the resignaWashington. As evidence of the tion of S. T. Nash, Cleveland,
adoption of a less indulgent attitude member of the State Board of Agricultovvurd CarranzM and bis failure to ture.
Mr. Nash Is president of the
protect Americans and their property, Clevelund Provision Company, the
the administration made public today innnnger nf which Is charged in a warthe text of notes exchanged with the rant issued with violating the cold storMexican government last month. In age law.
the American note demanding the cap
tare and punishment of the murderers
Chicago. Criminal prosertitidn of
of Peter Ostron, an American citizen sugar operators, some of whom It Is alresiding in Sun Luis Potosl, it was leged have heen taking three profits
stated that "should the Uvea of Amer- through wash sales, is likely tn follow
ican citizens continue to remain unsafe the work of federal Investigators here
and these murders continue by reuson In dlscioulng hoarders and profiteers,
of their unwillingness or Inability of
assistant
according to IL A. Milroy,
ihe Mexican government to afford ade district attorney.
quale protection, my government the
The work of the federal investigatUnited States nmy be forced to adopt ors branched out to suburban towns,
a radical change in Its policy with re
where it Is claimed Chlcugoans are
gard lo Mexico."
holding some of their stock In order In
It also was learned tonight that the escape Investigation.
President bus prohibited the exportu
Nine carload of government food
lion of arms and ammunition to any stuffs now are en route to Chicago for
pan of Mexico for the time being, t distribution In the nine states of the
least. The arm embargo lias been on seventh zone. These will be In addiand off dining the last eight years, tion to the enormous quantities In storhut ever since the recognition of 'ar
age in the quartermaster' warehouse
ia nzn In 101.1, the export of war mu- here.
The population nf the seventh
nitions to Ihe Mexican government tone Is about 43,.f00,000.
has been permitted. The clamping
Mayor Thompson will have general
down of the arms embargo now Is resupervision of the distribution in the
Indication
that
the
lis
garded
patience city, and sales have started at two deof the administration with Carranax
partment store. A portion of the
Is ii bout exhausted,
for Ihe city, a well as great
Ii lias been demonstrated that Cur quantities for the remainder of the sevrirnzn soldiers were using American enth tone, will lie distributed by pararms and munition to kill Americans cel post.
and that a large proportion of the
American munitions shipped to
End Profiteering Shortly.
was sold to Mexican rebels and
Washington. Indications of the real
Imndils by Cnrranxa commanders or punch behind the government's campaign to reduce Ihe high cost of living
exchanged for Immunity from attack.
has been given In unmistakable fash'n na nzu thus replied to the Presi- ion In
cities. While Attorney
dent's threat to adopt a sterner policy General many
Palmer was telling the Senate
In dealing with Mexico:
agricultural ifimmittee that he Intend"The menace embraced in your note ed to prosecute every dealer guilty of
has surprised the Mexlcnn
govern selling at higher prices than those
listed by th fair price committee,
ment, all the more so since It seems word
and
came from Chicago, St.
strange that il should he exacted that Birmingham of seixures of great quanhuman tities of foodstuffs.
even In depopulated region
life should he protected In a more
manner than in the most popuFind Another Skeleton.
lous cities of the most cultured coun
Maple Hill. Kan A third skeleton
tries, where bloody crimes often occur was dug up here by the state official
without the respective government
Investigating the mysterious disappearthereby beiiiining the object of severe ance of four men during th last eight
observation."
years. The skeleton was found withHis charge that oil company paymas- in fifty feet of the one dug up last
ters had connived at robberies perpe- week near a livery barn. It was antrated uhiii them brought a hot retort nounced by Maurice McNeill, state atfrom the American oil concern In a torney, who ia In charge of the Invesprotest to the State ftepartment In tigation.
which It w as stated :
of the companies
Steal $70,000,000 in Merchandise.
"The paymaster
are all known men of long association
Washington. Since Curie Sam as
with the companie and would not be sented control of the railroads he ha
unless their heen the victim of merchandise theft
serving as paymaster
companies bad thorough confidence In from freight cars totaling (70.000,000.
Ihelr personal honety. The belief of Of this amount $,000.(SSI represent
In the Chicago
terminals.
of the compan- theft
nil the representative
ies is absolute that the Insinuation 6,00n.000 in Buffalo, S1.V000.0iO In
contained In the note from the Mexican New Tork city and f2.MiO.O00 la Pitts
embassy Is entirely unfustlfied In fart. burg.
Car-ninz- a

er-fe-

Bf

mockers, fair to

6.75

Kood

Ho.

flood hogs

3

H.00

It.
11.

10.
10.11
1.60
10
6 00

70
II to
11 00
to
I to
7.7

.tai.OOti 21.M

Ebbs.
fresh, case

Esgi, strictly
count

til. 15011. 71
sitter.
67
Crssmerles. ex. 1st grade, lb.
tt
Creameries, lid grade
o
rrocass Duller
41
41tt
Hacking stock
Frull.
$3 ooas.st
Appls. new
1.60S2.06
Apples. Colo., box
t.oo&J.io
Apricots, erats
3 10
Illsck rssDberries. crate
Csntsloupes, standard crts., I.SO4.00
Csntsloupes, pony crstus.,.. I.25t.00
Black cherries, box
2.(0
Chsrrles, crats
J.OOf t.tt
4.00
Currants, crats
.7SS1.00
Paachaa. Colo., box
t.25&t.tO
Raspberries, erst
Strawberries. Colo., pts., crt. 4.00 5 4. M
H

H
Wa Found Hanging.
which lay beneath the boy' feet, and
wa
opened at a particularly lurid
scene, which the police think the boy
was trying to
The title of the book was "The
Young Wild West Holding the Hill;
or the Fight for the Cave of Gold." In
the picture, which had evidently
struck the boy' funcy, a boy dressed
in a scout's costume was being low
ered Into an open grave hy a band of
cowboys. The boy In the picture wa
trussed up with ropes aud was being
burled alive.
Beneath the picture was printed:
'Irft him go, boyi !' shouted the leader
of the band. 'If the end of the plank
sticks out a little, It will mark the
spot where the champion death shot
was burled alive. Down with him!'"
The accepted theory of the cause of
the hanging is that young Shubert was
thrilled by the picture and by similar
scenes lie had read aoout or seen In
the movies, and was trying to stage a
"
hanging. It I thought
that after "hanging" himself he intended to take the rope off hla neck
and tie It around hi arm and legs
in the same way "the champion death
shot" was tied In the picture, and then
Imagine himself being burled alive. If
he had carried out hi plan, the grave
of the picture would probably have
been represented by the bathtub over
which the boy hanged himself.
"make-believe-

Wind Yanks Ce'luloid
Collar From Man's Neck

1

Kip,
Kip.
Calf.
Calf,

Connellsville, Pa. The freak
action of the wind wa demonstrated here recently. A forcoeigner, wearing a celluloid
bow tie. was
llar and a "allp-ln- "
seated by an open window in a
street car. A the car swung
around It broad side to a sudden gust the tie wa whisked
from the collar, the collar was
unbuttoned and whipped from
the man' neck and all went
flying out of the window on the
opposite aide of the car.

DISGUISES

TO

GET

Englishman Put en Elaborate
t Win Hi Second
Spouse,

Vegetables. 1.60-Rrsns. navv. cwt
3.30$
pinto, cwt
Hans, lima, lb
.07
Kuans, green, lb
.07
13ans, wax, lb
Beets. Colo., dos. bunches
.15$
S SO
fleets, new. cwt
Csbbags, new, Colo., cwt. 2 00
.60$
Csrrots, doa.
1.50(3
Csrrots, new, cwt
Cauliflower, lb
.60 9
Celery. Colo
Corn. Colo., doz
.60$
Cucumbers, h. h., dog... 1.85
Leaf lettuce, h. h.. dos..
.159
.60
Lettuoe. hesd. dos
.16
Onions, table, dos
Onions, Calif, cwt
.15
IVas. new. Telephone...
4.75$
Potatoes, new, Colo
1.60
cwt
old.
Potatoes,
Radishes, round h. h.... .40
.20
Tomatoes, h. h, lb
.251
Turnips, Colo., dos, bchs.
Turnips, new, cwt
IIhv and Grslsi Prices.
Kebraeks No. t white osts
No. I yellow corn
No. S mixed corn
No. 3 bsrley
Feed barley
No. 3 South Pa ik hsy
No. 1 alfalfa
Rtiaw
IIIIIKS AND I'FI.TS.
leaver Prlee Mat.
riutrher, It lbs. and up
nutrher. under If IDs
Fallen, all weights
nulls and stags
Culls
Dry salt bides, Ir. per lb. less.
Dry Fllat Pelts.
Wool pelts
Hhort wool pelts
llutrher shearings
Kin ks, saddles snd pieces of pelts
No. 2 and murrain shearings
firees Salted Hides, Ete.
Cured hides. 25 lbs. up. No. 1....
Cured hides. 25 lbs. up, No. I....
Mulls, No.
Hulls. No. I
Hluea, hides and skins
No.
No.

1

tI

4.

t

.t$
.1

.10
.20
00
2.25
.60
4.00
.08
.75
.70
2.00
.40
4

.0

.20
5.00
.I7Mj
6.00
2.00
.60

.:5

.30
5.00

t

II

2

S.kt

J.D2

t.30

J 1(1
27.00
17.00
30.00

4te
41

40
I0o
21

45c
40e
3oe
30a
16o

Slo
30c

ttr
26c

20c

t246
20 $41

S636
It frit

2

ended kip and calf, No. 1
Sc
Ursnded kip snd rslf. No. I
tte
I'srt cured hides, lc per lb. less than
cured.
Qreen hides, 2c per lb. less than
cured.
Green Salted Hersehldes.
Hi

14

No. 1
No. I

0015. Ot

12. 00

60c less.

Headless.
Ponies and glue

t

4.00

7.01

METAL MARKETS,

rolerad 11.Settlement Price.

Bar silver.

Copper, pound,
Lesd. It.

WIFE
Make-U-

No.
No.

t.00

p

12V

2l0tt4e.

Spelter. 17.74.
Tungsten, per unit, 17.609 1100.
EAtTF.RR LIVE STOCK.
At C'hlease.
Top, lit.fS: heavy
Chicago. Hosa22.60;
medium weight.
120.160
weight.
20.IOf 12. 6; light weight. 120.60
22.60; light light, lit 60(i tl.15: heavy
.packing sows, smooth, 111.26623 60;
packing sows, rough, llt.OOO ll.fto;
pigs. Ill 004) lt.lt.
rattle Beef steers,and medium 117and
prime.
ft
heavy wslght. choice
medium snd good. 111. OA
25;
felt
common.
17.40:
110.60613 00.
Light
weight, good and choice, 14.26 1K.J6:
common
and medium,
ll.60j 14.26.
liutrher cattl. heifers. I7.404J 16.00;
cows.
7.36i14.60. Csnnera and cutters. 14.004 f 21. Veal calves, light and
Feeder
bsndy weight. Ilt.6061t.l0.
Blocker steers.
steers. HOVfl 11.60.
Western range steers.
17 0041 ll.eo.
IK 000 It. 60; cows and heifers, ti.260
11.00.
14
Hheee timbs.
pounds down,
76917.26; culls ssd common. It ft
til.
wethers. 10.750
ft 13.26;
yearlings,
1160: ewes, medium, good and choice.
17 210 100; culls and common. !2.;t

Ixindon. A strange story of a mar
rled man' disguise was related at
Sheffield when Stanley Neville wa
committed to the Assises charged with
bigamy, and Sophia Redford with aiding and abetting.
Neville, It wa stated, was known
to Redford relation a a married
man with three children, but when he
Introduced himself by the name of
Maynard nobody rerognlied him.
He had shaved off his mustache,
darkened hi hair, discarded hi spec- 1.71.
tacles, walked with a limp and looked
vjlewey Martlet.
New Terk. Mercantile paper unsmaller.
changed.
sister
come
claim
to
"I have
yonr
commercial sixty-da- y
Sterling. 14.21:
brother. bills.
I4.27H; demand. 14.111,; cables,
hand," he told Bedford
12.
14
e
1
am
a
and
"We are well paired,
Tit; cables, f.71.
chap."
Guilders Demand, I J : rabies. 17V
Lire Demand, t.tl: cables. I It.
Redford' brother and sister accomMarks Demand. I: cable. It).
Time loan etroag, unchanged.
panied the couple to the registry ofCall money easy high, I: low. I;
fice as witnesses of the marriage.
I: closing
bid,
offered
ruling rate.loan.
4 V
t I: last
Bar silver, ILlt; Mexican dollars.
Mad Baby a "Freak."
IllAt cents.
London Bar stiver.
Cincinnati. Mr. Clara C, Agnea
unce,
provdivorce
a
after
been
ha
granted
IJkerty Bead Prlee.
ing that her husband, a showman, bad
Open High Iow
exhibited
ft
and
bead
t.7t
Liberty IH...tt.7t 14
shaved the baby'
4s
1st
do
t4.lt
It If M tt.lt
discovered
a
of
It a an Infant
newly
M il II
do Id 4a
tt
tl
(
1st V.-6t 14.61
t4
South Sea island savage tribe. She do 3d
IV-.- . 13 ft ' tl 44 41 II
do
also declares her husband forced her do
.. .15 tt tl.lt If tt tf tl(
Id
64 tl tf
4th 4V,s.
to enter ragea ef South Sea Island de
(
2 6th 4 Vs.. tl
tt.lt
snakes as a snake charmer.
rales e Fee dnee.
Jocko Waa There.
Butter Creamery, tt lie.
Chics.
Motor-tracrrreia.
bs
zwtc: ordinary
Kansas
City, lie,
In- firsts.
at nark, case
thieve didn't reckon with Jock. He ciue.ee,
storsars ataxic
saejaafee;
eras there for advertising purposes, urpia.
aeajvac
Potatoes Minnesota.
Missouri and
hot he saved the day. Jocko opened Kansas Early Ohlcs. sacked, carlota,
14 1104 11 est; Irish Cebklsrs. rim.
bis cage and gave chase when two eu twekr.
sacked..- rs riots
It.tttfMt
attempted te crank a track.
cwt.; California long whtt. swaked.
M cwt,
carlota. 14
uHaeg Nana Thief.
Cwab taenia la fle.rax.
Indianapolis. "Sic 'ea Bin," said I Cbipsge Com No. tt. mixed.
t yellow.
II
Nsppersttck. The bulldog made a
Osta No. t white.
Sank attack on John Sharp. 17, who
Bye Ko. 2. tl 46.
Parley II 171
took M from Abe's cash register, and
Ttmotky lt.frtClt.7t.
held him antS the poik-- took the lad
Clever and P.tk Nominal.
to a hospital
.

.

.

utt-abl-

women.

Train Hita Automobile,.
Isenver. Mrs. Join Sanger, bride f
few weeks, wa seriously injured.
MaJ. J. Foster S.vtnes was badly hurt
and Mrs. Sanger, Mr. Syanea, Mrs.
Frank It. Ashley and R. il. Bulkier
were bruised and shaken up when the
automobile in which they were riding
was struck by a freight train at
mile south of Ien-vedalla, twenty-twAll of the people are prominent
Mrs. Sanger
In Iaenver's nodal life.
and Major Symew were rushed te St.
Lake' hospital here.

Killed by Miniature Train.
Denver. Injuries received by How
asm of MaJ.
ard Stark,
snd Mr. K. II. Stark of Fort Logan.
Colo, when be wa struck by the min
iature locomotive at lakeside park, resulted in his death at Mercy hospital
aa hour later. "The major with hi
son was crossing the minlatare rail- at l lie public crosssay
ing te the bathing beach In the park,"
said the watchman at the crossing.
when the train came around the
sharp curve just above the crossing.

Rad Fail t Earn Guarantee.
New Tork. For th first half of 1010
rmted States
the railroad of th
failed to eara th government guarantee of (4rs0,000,000 by almeet $300,000,-tsjn- ,
according to the B urea a of Railway New and Statistic, which draw
it conclusions from the monthly return made to the Interstate Commerce
Commission by the carrier. The b
derena also state that there was
crease of more than 14 per eaat la
freight ton in lies re during tSMl all
month -- iided with June .VI. 191ft.

Messenger Battle Bandit.
Chicago. In a desperate battle with
two " kid" bandit on the atep of aa
elevated railway platform here, a messenger for the Community State Rank,
wa shot and severely beaten before he
fought the young highwaymen off and
saved the $25,000 In his satchel. The
was
messenger,
carrying giO.OOf) In currency and tlV
000 in checks to another hank when
the rubltf-r- s attacked him with drawn
revlver and black

Government Seir Feed.
Tampa, 11a. Feedstuff held In
storage hy six Tampa wholesale conef
cerns, aggregating KM.000 tin
canned goods, 4.0no rase of egg, w ith
large quantities ef ngar, flour aad
other commodities, were seised her by
gent of the Iepartment ef Justice
Notices of libel were served en tb
owner, charring that the good were
being illegally held from WMrket for
the purpose f unreasonably IncreasSwift A Ca, Crenahaw
ing prices
Brother Pro-tar-e
Conxpnaj

r.

o

Raphael-Strikhowek-

.

d

right-of-w-

y

Ot

. .

NOTES SENT TO CARRANZA

cup-pile- s

t'stll.

Baaf steers, oh. to prime. .llt.OOt
60
steer, rood to cholo 11a.ovw
oeei sissrs, rsir 10 gooa.
t.OOf
Hstfsrs. prim
Cows, fat. good to oholc. . 8.60 S
fair to good
8 owe,
'
5.60
owe. medium to fair
I 60(u'
Cows, caonsrs
Bulla
.00f
J2 00
Veal calves
fj
Fesders, good to cholas... 10.00
T5 a
8
Feadara. fair to good
Btnckara. good to cholca... t .001

Skats.
Lambs, fat, good to choice. tl5.S06.ll.
Lambs, fat. fair to good... 14.7SSU.
1!. 60 '4 It.
LlDlba faadara
.60aiO.M
Yeorllngs
1.00 0
Kwaa. cood to choice.....
Dressed Poultry.
Th following prices on dressed poultry are net F. O. B. Denver:
Turkeys. No. la
80
Turkeys, old tomi
Turkeys, choice
IT
&2I
Hens, lb
24
Ducks, young
It 64J20
Oeeae . . . . ."
It
Roosters
,.14 4716
Live Posltry.
21
lba. or over. . .
Turkeys.
nana
..47
2(
...
Ducklings
25
Goslings .
. .10
0 ii
Broilers, lilt
. .10
Cox
a 12

by federal agents of millions of pounds
of foodstuffs throughout the nation,

Judge Ame of Oklahoma recently
took office aa assistant attorney gen
:ral of the United States. During the
last ix month of the war he wu
food administrator for Oklahoma.

PATIENCE

PROFITEERS

ON

New York. Fascination, which th
adventure and romance of wild west
stories and moving pictures exerted
over John Shubert, 13, I believed to
be responsible for his death.
He was found hanging, strangled by
a rope around his neck, from a steampipe which runs along the ceiling of
the bathroom In hla father's apart'
ment at 075 East 170th street.
When the body was discovered there
was also found a novel of western life.

Western Nswspspsr Union News Ssrvlc
DENVER MARKETS.
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Structure

Is

two essentluls If the animals are to be
kept healthy, especially the cows.
The construction of farm buildings,
homes, burns, hog houses, granaries,
chicken houses and the smaller huili
Ings the modern farmer wants and
needs, has undergone many radical
changes during the lust few years. Ar
chitects have made an liiteusire study
of the requirements In a building to
make it a healthful pluc-- for the livestock, and have embodied the results
of this study In the designs for these
structures. The prospective builder
will muke no mistake In consulting
experienced architect when he plans to
erect any sort of a new farm building.
From the architect and from the con
tractor and niateriul dealer cuu lie
gained some valuable pointers.
Poor farm buildings are a bad In
vestment. If they are to house the
livestock they must be so equipped
and so planned as to keep the animals
producing at top speed, or the profit
at the present prices of feed and labor,
will be lost. Labor, too. Is a big ex
pense Item on the farm nowadays,
and by lnstulllng In the barn a litter
carrier and other conveniences less
time Is required to care for the live
stock and more time can be devoted
to the work In the fields. Besides, la
;or saving equipment tends to make
the help more contented to remain ou
the farm, which is a point the pro
gressive farmer Is not overlooking.
This is the year of farm building.
The farmer's business has become one
of the most Important In the scheme
nf existence, and, likewise, one of the
most profltuble, if it Is conducted efficiently and economically. And there
Is nothing that brings about this huppy
well- result more than
planned and modern buildings.
While the cost in money this year
Is more than It was during the years
preceding the war, some bright mind
has figured out thut when the price of
buildings Is figured In terms of farm
products It Is much less. In other
words It requires fewer bushels of
wheat, corn or oats, or less of any
other of the things produced on the
e

Novel, But Convenient.

IS YEAR OF FARM BUILDING
The Design Shown Her It Intended to
House Sheep, Horses and Cattle
Modern Buildings Good
Investment
Mr. William A. Radford will snswer
and give advice FREE
K?Sli0D
OP
.PortHmnt- - to the
SSZ..1 5U.J1ub,:t,
work on the farm, for
the readers of this paper. On account of
his wide experience as Editor. Author and
Manufacturer, he la, without doubt, the
hlfheat authority on all these aublecta.
Address all Inquiries to William a
1 ' . '. "sine avenue, Chicago,
Si?
n
0M two-stamp for
reply

uh.

By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
With wool at the present price and
he likelihood that It will stay there
ecause of the world-widshortage,
housnnda of American farmers are
flocks
of
to
the live stock
tdding
sheep
m their places. And In so doing there
come
tas
a need for buildings to house
Item.
liaising lambs and keeping a flock
f sheep In a healthy condition
more care than In accomplish-nthe same result with other farm
inimuls. Sheep, and especially lambs,
ire very susceptible to weather
and frequently a rainy spell
'f
cause a considerable loss. While
iheep must have plenty of pasture In
allien to run and feed, they also must
lave a place to shelter them, for they
iertalnly "know enough to come In
when it rains." Besides the feed the
lock gets from the pasture. It Is nee- e

g

well-buil- t,

t

HOME
TOWN
HELPSE

VERMIN OLD PEST OF ARMIES

J

FREE PLANS FOR DWELLINGS
United States Housing Corporation's
Scheme to Assist
e
Committees.
Own-You-

n

Own-Hom-

The fart that plans for dweMngs,
prepared by the United Stutes Housing
corporation during war time for various government projects, are to be
made available for general public use
section
by the
information and education service,
United Stutes department of labor, will
serve to stimulate the Interest of worn'
en In all parts of the country In this
movement
Several types of houses have been
selected, and the plans for these will
be given to
committees which are now carrying on
campaigns In more than 40 cities,
These plans are for dwellings that will
best serve the needs of average fa ml
lies. Beauty and utility have been
combined In the most practical manner
and the plana are capable of many va
rlatlona. It Is explained that the purpose Is not to Interfere In any way
with the work of local architects by
thus providing government plans, free
of cost, but It Is expected that when
the estimates In widely separated
states are compiled the Information
will be of value to prosective home
owners, while It will afford compart
sons of the varying cost of construc
tion In many parts of the United
Slates. The employment of local arch'
itecta Is advocated.
Requests that local
home campaigns be started without
delay were sent out by the United
States department of labor to 400
cities. Letters were addressed to
mayors, labor organisations and the
rlergy, as well as to clubs and other
associations that have expressed will
Ingnesa to aid the campaigns. While
there are now 40 cities conducting well
advanced
cam'
palgns, nearly 200 others have started
the work of stimulating building.

SEES NEED FOR ZONING LAW
Writer Points Out Why exclusively
Residence Districts Should Be Afforded Proper Protection.

The newspapers have bail much to
say about the "delousing" of the returning troops. Philip Hale writes in
the Boston Herald. The word Is not
a pretty one and It Is not to be found
In the dictionaries, but the war ha:
brought with It muny new words, some
of which will disappear, some of which
will soon be regarded as, orthodox and
of good and regular standing.
No soldier need be ashamed of nec.
essnry submission to the process. It
may console him to recall the case of
Thomas Otway. an Oxford man, the
author of "Venice Preserved" and
"The Orphan." As a cornet In a regl
ment of horse, he joined In 1(178 the
army under Monmouth In Flanders.
It was reported that he ranie back
from Flanders "mangy and covered
with vermin." Rochester taunted him
with this In his "Session of the Poets."
It should also be remembered that
when the troops were disbanded and
recalled, the money voted by the com
nions for their payment was misapThe soldiers were paid
propriated.
only by debentures, and the credit nf
these was so low that they were bard'
ly salable.
It was observed In the sixteenth century that "lice coiueth also of that
cloth thut Is trained In the wool with
the fat or grease of a horse or of a
swine, and therefore the northern
cloths worn of a sweating body do
breed lice In 12 hours." The "humor1
of an Individual had much to do with
the character of the iest. Lice gen
dered of sanguine humor were red and
great; of phlegmatic, white; of rholer
Ic, yellow, long, swift and sharp ; of
melancholic, ashen colored, lean and
slow tu moving. Anyone of these pests
"grlevelh more lu tbo skin with the
feet and with creeping, than he doth
with bltln. . . . And the leaner
that a louse Is, the sharper she blteth
mid grlevelh." There were many ap
proved remedies even In the elder
'llny's time, thus: "The old skin or
slough that snakes do cast off In the
spring, whosoever drtnkelli In his or
dinary drink. It will kill all the vermin of the body within three days."
Story of a Dog.
"Marathon races In the woods will
never become universal for the reason
that speed and stamina like that of
Buell Crannell's dog are not universal
In the
hunters," says War
wick S. Canenter, secretary of the
conservation commission. "Mr. C ran- if II lives at Went (ileus Falls, and
while bunting near there recently his
truck. The dog
dog picked up a f
was picked up next day near Cranberry lake, more than seventy miles
uway.
"Accounts do not Kioto whether the
dog was still going strong or whether
be might have takin the fox back to
Mr, Crannell. hut simply that Identification nf the dog was made by the
conservation commission license tag
and thut Mr. Crannell went ufter the
four-foote-

Chicago Is asking the Illinois leglsl
ture for a sonlng law a law that will
permit cities In Illinois to say what
part shall he reserved for residence
purposes. This Is a thing that every
city In the country has some Inter
est In because It is a step In the right
direction, asserts the Davenport Times.
There must be factory and commercial
districts, of course, and there must
mi
also be residence districts. Hut it Isn't
fuir to a man who tins developed a dog.
residence property,
beautified the
"The moral of all this Is that If one
grounds, and arranged the house to owns a dog cm ! enougii to run a rox
suit blm, to have all of sudden, some through two counties she should suresort of business concern established ly be
by an Identification
essnry also to provide them with farm to build a barn or a home than next door, to the deterlment of his disk." protected
New Vork Times.
roughage, which usually Is placed In It did three or four years ago. And as home. Every city In the country has
specially designed feed racks. Most of the cost of everything Is relative, the numerous examples of Just that sort of
Salutes.
this feeding la done Indoors by those farmer has no cause to hesitate if he thing.
Bestricting residence property
Some clever Englishman, comment
who have been successful In aheep needs a new fa rtu building.
is going to become more and more the ing on French politeness, once remark
raising.
s
thing as the years go by. We have
ed that when a Frenchman bows,
Farm building architects, whose
Cities Go West
few districts In Davenport that are
of the bow Is to himself. That
business It Is to design buildings to
Watterson
Henry
says cities have a thus protected, but there ere many
be true, and we have to admit
suit the needs of various kinds of ani- strange tendency to move west. They other districts where the people who nay even the other third is
that
quite a
taken
of
have
the
needs
mals,
sheep do, writes "Guard" In the Philadelphia own homes have no protection at all fraction more (lain most
s
Into consideration In planning the Press.
from the possibility of undesirable offer.
sheep barn. But there are many farmEurope's three largest cities, Lon- construction and business enterprises
Saluting Is the same proposition. A
ers who would keep a small flock of don, Paris and Berlin, have distincton the lots next door.
salute pulled by a buck to the
snappy
sheep, if they could do so without ly moved west from their original
most second of second lieutenants
making a large Investment In build- centers.
Building a House for Sunshine.
draws heavy Interest ; and the colonel
ings. For the latter class there has
One of the problems of modern city who jerks bis band a few centimeters
Tokyo, which Is Japan's biggest
been planned the ham shown in the city, and Canton, the metropolis of planning Is to get sunshine. For ex- from his still affixed cigar Is only In
China, Calcutta for years the capital
accompanying Illustration.
mple, to quote a Canadian city sulting himself and the army.
This fourteen-sidebarn Is 60 feet In of India, and Cairo, the largest city planner propounding
what almost
If some privates were a little more
diameter and has a
sounds like a conundrum: "How shall polite to themselves, the saluting trap
silo In the of Africa, shifted westward.
South America's
two principal a detached building be constructed and never would be sprung and the Joke
center. On the mow floor around the
silo there Is ample space for the win- - cities, Itlo Janeiro and Buenos Aires, oriented so that not only the exterior would all be on the other side of the
couldn't well move East and they wall surfaces, but also the surface of military fence. Stars and Stripes.
grew Inland, as did Boston, Pldladel the ground around them shall have the
direct rays of the sun for as long a
phlfl, Baltimore and Chicago,
Eastern English.
New York expanded north and east, time ss possible on December 211" The
A volume might be collected of In
as It couldn't leap the Hudson on the problem. It appears, can be worked nocent but barbarous perversions of
west.
The latest
out, and has been, In the case of at he English language.
If you examine the records of Penn.' least one town. In which each house, comes from the projectors of a new
stlvanla's chief cities, you will find and even each building In the busi Siamese newspaper, who have distrib
that the center of population In most ness section, Is a solution nf this tech uted the following notice: "The news
of them has traveled toward the set nical problem. It apicara also that nf English we tell the Inlest. Writ In
the way not to do It Is to follow the perfectly style and most earliest. Do
ting and not the rising sun.
long established custom of many build a murder git commit we hear of It and
era In the north temiierate cone end tell It. Do a mighty chief die, we pubCologne Has Improved.
The poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge, square the walls of the building with lish It, and In borders of somber. Staff
was a dreamer, an opium eater and a the points of the corn pass. The town has each one been college and write
We
man of curious moods and tenses. that gets all possible sunlight has no like Kipling and the Dickens.
north snd south or east and west circle every town and extortionate
One time he visited Germany and afterBuy It. Tell
ter's supply of hay for the animals the ward wrote bla Impression of the city streets, snd the walls of Its structures net for advertisements.
Its greatness for gisjd.
of
each
you
the
with
various
at
stsnd
angles
He
of
corroborated
the an
Cologne.
building will accommodate, while the
Number one."
silo furnishes them with fresh feed clent tradition that Cologne was once weather vsne. If there) Is one, on the Ready on Friday,
so
a
filthy and
throughout the winter months.
place that church steeple.
Saved Venus de Mile From Huns.
The exterior of the barn Is attractive certain Inhabitants thereof exploited
M. Heron de Vlllefosse, the eminent
Own a Homo.
and will add to the appearance of the Its Imperfections by Inventing s per
The ownership of homes makes for French archeologlst, whose death has
farm building group- - It Is of frame fume of the cheap and lingering sort,
for the good Just taken place, was for many years
the spirit of
construction set on a concrete founda by means of which the lives of the Innf the community, based upon full ap- bead of the Greek and Roman sculp
tlon. The half of the Interior which habitants were made more tolerable
preciation of the fact that no man's ture department of the Louvre. Twice
Is devoted to stalls for the horses and since It furnished them with a palreal success ran be built upon the fall In his career he bad to superintend
not
a
for
their
cure,
liate,
unsanitary
a
rattle has concrete floor; the half for
are of those around him. Of the last- the removal of that priceless art treasaheep has a cinder floor, graded so as condition. The Cologne of today Is lag Impressions that one gains upon ure the Venus of Mllo to a place of
to
sweet
and
fair
the
enough
satisfy
to provide ample drainage to keep the
going to a new town arc the character safety In 1870, and again ra 1914. In
floor dry, a thing the sheep mast have. most sensitive of noses.
of its Inhsbitants and the character of each case the ssme enemy wss conThe stalls for horses and rows or for
cerned. Heron de Vlllefosse was
the bouses that they live In.
Carried
Par.
Vegetation
either of then are placed In a semi
ty-four
years old.
Evidence of possible longdistance
circle, the animals to face In. At the
g
Business.
in
rear of the stalls Is a gutter sunk Into plant dispersion could doubtless be
Going te Look Him Up.
once Indulged la only
the concrete floor, and overhead Is a picked up on many coasts. N. Colgaa for pleasure, has now become an Im"That fellow Glipplng railed me
carrier trark for the removal of litter. reports to the Roj.il Irish academy portant accomplishment In many busi Old Silenus,'" remarked Mr. Jagsby.
"He seemed to think It a great Joke."
The track also runs over the head of that for two centuries observers have ness bouses. Several large
r
"What are you going to do about
the stslls, which makes the feeding of been finding tropical seeds along the Bouses la both Chicago and New York
the stock easy, and extends around the Atlantic coast of Ireland from Done require office boys to know bow to get
"I haven't decided yet. I have forbuilding over the sheep feeding racks. gal to Kerry Head, and It Is conclud about oa skates, giving them a careThe plan of the floor shows the plac- ed that them have come from the fully worked oat route between the gotten about all I ever knew about
but I have an Idea that he was
ing of the stalls, the sheep feed West Indies without human aid. different departments.
neither a pillar in the church nor an
racks and the overhead carrier system. Eight species of fruits and seeds have
ornament
to society.
Birmingham
The feed racks are movable and can been recognised all native or natur
Made Attractive Scene,
be constructed by the carpenters who alized In the West Indies and known
Formerly a favorite Mecca of the
to
oa
Uie water tourist la
be capable of floating
bnlld the barm. While they are placed
Virginia tobacco towns wss
Tempers and Tight Collars.
the tobacco factory, where the Industinder the carrier track for conven- at least a year.
Dr. Leonard Williams, lecturing on
a
ta
made
be
caa
out
transferred
progress
picturesque
try
ience, they
Wire for Ocean Seundlra.
scene, and the singing by negro bands. "Common Sense," at a nursing condoors. In good weather and taken lato
ference and exhibition In London, said
A very One steel piano wire Is ned
the
of
the bars la bad.
worked,
they
ejuaint and
The melodious folk and stdfltvaj songs of that people with tight collars did not
The stalls will accommodate four- la making ocean soundings.
e
ocean at Its deepest point as far as Is their race, provided aniqee eatertaia-soen- t drain their brains properly, and often
teen horses or cattle and
suffered from bad tempers. He had
them with the comforts that these known Is 31.614 fc--t about six miles
noticed thst since women had given
animals Meed to do their best work,
deep. This bole la the aceaa Is near
sp high rollers and were wearing gar
Such Is Ufa.
or to be st tbs highest state of pro- the Island of Guam. A wire must be
"Rh man, twin-siPoor man, all ments which gave complete freed on
ductivity. The windows admit plenty very fine and very strong to support
six miles of Itself la soaking these twins." s the way the Everett Herald to the neck tbey bad become sweeter
of sunshine and keep fresh air
temper!.
ST M.
through the bam. These are soundings.
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Reference to Them Found In Writings
of the Romans, and in English
Literature.
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J. J. Hill, in a speech in Minneapolis, January 23, 1910. said : "If the
problem of the railroad termlncls be
neglected for the next five years as
WM'aMMy wasasatoMM,
it has for the last ten, it will blight
J 0aasaaaasM
U
every form of activity by paralyzing
the whole trade."
JTE
W. C. Brown, president of the New
York Central lines, said November 5,
1912: "If cars are kept in motion at
the average speed of freight trains at
at present time, they would make on
the average four times the mileage
railroad car used on the
The illustration shows s gasoline engine-drivethey do now. The trouble is the cars,
as a rule, are held longer to load and light rullway farim the main Egyptian railway to the Khargo oasis In the desert
unload than the time involved In the It was originally built to carry troops to stop the Inroads the Senusl mad
actual movement of the cars" that Is, during; the early stages of the world's war.
the terminal bad the railroad by the
throat and was choking
AMERICA'S LOW PERCENTAGE
of its efficiency out of It. The predic
tion of Hill was absolutely correct,
A period of acute congestion In rail
Only 12 Per Cent of Present Mileage
Is Improved Little Built for
road transiortatlon had already set In
Heavy Traffic

r

rA

n

three-quarte-

HOISTING DRUM

Oil AUTO WHEEL

The American public, though fast
becoming awakened to advantages to
be enjoyed by Improved roads, may
not realize the Immense effort which
must be exerted to catch up with
nations' highway systems.
Hoisting Purposes.
When (ierinuny entered the war in
1914, I'msslu alone had 75.000 miles
highways. In proPUT ON DIRECTLY OVER HUB of
portion to the size of the two countries, the I'nlted States would need
to have 1,011,014 miles. The present
Solid Piece of Oak May Be Quickly road
mileage In the states Is 2,500,000,
Attached or Taken Off Heavy
of which 12 per cent Is Improved and
Loads Can Be Handled Illusof 1 per cent cononky
structed for heavy traffic.
tration

Addition of Small Device Makes
It Possible to Use Car for

d

Motor

Truck Adapted to Carrying
Farm Produce.

and would have gone to the bitter end
of paralyzing every form of activity
had not the motor truck, which hud
no terminals, gone to the rescue. Now
at this time, May 1, 1919, another thing
has got the motor truck by the throat
and Is choking
of Ita
efficiency out nf It.
This time It Is the dime museum
freak construction of our
good roads, not by tying up the motor
truck as the locomotive was tied up
In the terminal,
hut by knock
lug It and Its trailers to pieces, thus
cutting short the life of the rolling
stock, as well as making It move
slower and wllh not over
of a loud over the Imperfect surfaces, Increasing the cost of motor-tiuc- k
trunsportutlon way beyond what
It ought to be for what the motor
truck does, as well as limiting the
amount it can do way down below the
normal, writes Frederic J. Nash, In
Hud these roads
New Vork World.
been properly constructed they would
have gone to the stock exchanges and
been bought and sold there, like every
other kind nf transportation securi
ties. As It is, they have gone to pieces
and left the bondholders, the states,
counties and townships, their bonds on
their bands and only a scrap heap of
bad roads to show for them. These
freak roads, hud they been offered on
the stock exchanges with only them
selves as security would not have sold
for one cent on the dollar. They are
built on the credit of the stutes, counties and townships through which
they passed. This at the rate of two
hundred millions of dollars per year.
A speed of 150 miles an hour on the
beach at Daytona, Fla., was made last
Lincoln's birthday, a rate of speed
which the locomotive has never been
able to reach.
Anything beyond a
three-totruck load Is more than a
frtak highway can safely carry, while
the ordinary normal load of the freight
car on Its railroad Is SO tons. If these
few things could be combined In the
highway absence of terminals, a rate
of speed beyond that of the railroad,
a
tonnage equal to
that of the railroad, a cost of the upkeep less than that of the railroad,
this would multiply our present means,
of transportation seven or eight times
and give this country a prosperity during the next dozen years such as we
have never even dreamed of. We
want to change our form of highway
construction over night and put our
highway securities on the stock rxchanges and not our highways on the
Highway stocks snd
dump heap.
bonds based on the value of this prop
highway will pay a
higher rate of interest than the railways ever have, for it will do much
more work.

In cases of emergency, the rear, or
driving wheel of au automobile may be
used as a drum around which the line
from a hoisting tackle is wound. The
power from the wheel, when turning
free from the ground. Is sufficient to
exert great force In winding up the
tackle rope. For that purpose, the
drum described was designed to be at
tached directly over the bub, and to
the spokes of the wheel. It may be
quickly put on or taken off, and is

three-quarter- s
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GETTING

The Addition of a Small Drum to a
Hub Makes Possibls the
Use of a Car for Hoisting.
Rear-Whe-

small enough to prevent the wheel,
when turning under normal speed,
from being unduly strained by heavy
loads.
Dimensions of Drum.
A solid piece of onk, about eight
Inches In diameter should lie turned
nut In the shape of a cylinder five
Inches long. For large curs this umy
he Increased in size. Surmount the
drum with u disk, somewhat larger, to
net as a rim, and bore a hole in the
opposite end of the drum just large
enough to fit snugly over the hub of
the wheel. Then make three arms of
strap iron, large enough to reach a
good way up the spokes of the wheel.
Bolt these at equal distances around
the circumference of the drum, setting
them in flush.
How Hoisting Is Done.
To operute, buck the cur up until It
is near the tackle, and Jack up the
wheel upon which the drum has been
placed. The other wheel must be
blocked so that It will not turn. Give
the hauling rope a few turns uhout
the drum, then apply the power to the
wheel and at the saino time pull easily
upon the ros, keeping It taut on the
drum. In this way heavy loads can lie
rolsed that would otherwise be beyond
the ability of one man to handle. L. B.
Rohhlns, Harwich, Mass., in Popular
Mechanics Magazine.

OF ROAD TAR

Must Be Attended To Promptly or
Unsightly Streaks and 8pots Will
Be the Result,
Unless washed off promptly with
soap and water, road tar will quickly
harden on a car, leaving unsightly
streaks and spots. There are several
kim m! ways of removing It, however.
One consists In the application of butter or oleomargarine which will aoften
the tar without injuring the varnish.
Another good solvent Is cocoa butter,
which is used in the theatrical profession for removing grease paint. This
can be purchused at drug atores, and
Is a harmless solvent of all kinds of
oil and grease, as well us tar.
CURE

ijiiii

RID

FOR

SLIPPING CLUTCH

When Fuller's Earth Is Not Available
Borax May Be Used With Satisfactory Results.
When slipping develops In the
clutch of the cone type it Is usually
caused by oil on the leather facing.
The usual method of curing this trouble Is to sprinkle fuller's earth on the
leuther, but If this powder happens
not to be available borax may be used
with satisfactory results, and In the
absence of either the carbide dust or
lime residue from an acetylene generator will prove a good euough sub

s'ltute.
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Kvery lire bus embossed on the side
a seriul number. It is Important that
the car owner should buve a record of
this number in ench case and such record should be made when the tire is

bought.
A lap robe, a gunny suck, or even,
some old newspaK'ra will frequently
be enough to get a car out of deep
sand or a mudhole if placed la front of
the rear wheels to provide tractlou.

In insiectiug the springs attention
should be given to the spring hungers
and other subsidiary parts. Lost motion, usually side play, often develops
In the spring hangers anil shackles.

Motorists frequently overload their
storage batteries by the use of electrical accessories not Included In the
USE SPONGE ON WET TIRES cur's regular equipment uud then wonder what s wrong.
Wiping Them Off and Then Carefully
Many drivers do not know how
Drying Them Will Prevent Annoytake the humiis easily. A good way
ing Rim Rust.
Is to throw out the clutch and apply
After driving in wet weather If the the foothrake gradually.
car owner Is careful to sponge off the
Watch the wires where they fasten
tires when he returns to the ganige
snd then wipes them dry. especially to the lamps, as the motion of the car
to
do
much
will
he
makes them sway and may cause a
along the beads,
Good Roads In Arizona.
prevent the formation of rust. This break or short circuit.
Assisted by national and forest advice Is particularly applicable durservice appropriations, the state of ing the spring months of frequent and
Lack of attention to the way thd
Arizona and Its 14 counties have start- copious rains.
rear wheels are running is a source of
ed upon a road Improvement program
subsequent financial loss to automot
expected to consume at least
hillsts.
Always Carry a Rope.
One of the most useful things to
The total nuinter of cars registered
carry In the car on tours Is 25 feet
Bond Issue Is Answer.
of half-incinanila rope, which has in all of the states during 191'J will
Few communities, except those hav- almost endless uses.
probably be close to eysst.OOO.
ing large cities In them with a result
mod
can
a
afford
ing high valuation,
It is impossible to keep the hands
Necessary Adjustment.
ern system of highways and pay as
Why is an adjustment necessary? clean when making repairs on the mathey go. The only other alternative Do not make It unless it Is.
chine.
Is to Issue bonds.
The passenger car and commercial
Squeak of Cylinders.
Materials for Strainers.
A sqneak in one of the cylinders Is vehicles in use In the cities and in the
Filter doth snd absorbent cotton ara a serious matter, and must be attend- country districts have displaced
efficient materials
for strainers. ed to
Lack of oil Is Inhorses, a saving In grain and
Cheesecloth and wire gauze are less dicated.immediately.
time that Is invaluable.
effective.
Double Hook Is Convenient.
The amount of capital Invested In
Handy 8aw for Firewood.
A great convenience for the garage the manufacture of complete passenA day's work with a bass saw or a
door is a double hook to open from ger cars snd tracks now exceeds tL-drag saw will yield as much firewood either side of the door.
5oo.ooo.ooa
as ronld be cut In many days hard
work by hand.
Make Steering Easier.
Many motorists make mistakes In
A little more attention to the lubrithe way tbey employ tread filler or
Must Have Money for Roads.
Good roads can't be built without cation of the steering gear still make pntty. the plastic material " osed for
plugging cuts.
steering much easier.
sooney or with politics.
0.

h

whom the post was named, wouldn't ' two tractors getting ready for a
way contest, roping three
old steers, time 20 seconds.
rest in his grave in France if be big wheat crop next year.
Charlie Weir second in this same knew hi former comrades endorsed
J. Andrew Myers, known as "Jerry"
and
booze
Columbus by his many friends is making a
contest.
and
gambling.
Nay,
Perry Andrus
in
won
Stiles
a
each
another
Courier.
prize
grand success with the new bank
NEWS REVIEW
at Mora. The Bank has only been
contest. We claim that this is some
FRANK STAPLIN. EDITOR
in existence for a few months and
record but it is a well known fact Now Bank Building Completed
The new First National Bank they have assets of over $78,00000;
that wherever the Plains boys from
(Continued from page one)
Lea county get into the ring they building on Broadway, erected by W. individual deposits of over $46,000- Published Every Friday t Santa Fe, the State Capital by the
now completed 00. Wagon Mound Sentinel.
js aso worth $11 per ton on the cars. invariably mix it with the beM con L. Samuels & Son,
and the new fixtures are being in- jThere is an abundance of the grass tenders. Lovington Leader.
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
all over the plains country.
Many
maker from the factory.
jped during the past winter and spring
of the farmers will cut tons this
I
Frank Staplin, Receiver
L.lrilsUL-1- 1
.
The fivttires are tf a beautiful linrhl tfvrn car load of hrans. at highest
and
markets.
it
to
other
ship
year
oak. of the best material obtainable.' market prices, and every car was
The agents at Fort Sumner, Erick- The contract for putting in the
The massive fire and burglar-proo- f
son & Co rePort "veral large ship- accepted. The Farmers Union of Op- matur at the post off ce at Santa Fe, New Mex-Entered as second-clas- s
Joint Re,0lution Providing For ments.
steam fixtures in tne Lapitan scnoji sare has also arrived and is being 'tuna ana Levy will handle all their
An Amendment To The Constitu
Ros-ico, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
this year direct. Wagon
building was awarded to the
j placed in the large, commodious wheat
tion Of The State Of New Mexico
Mound Sentinel.
L. E. Rodrick commenced the con- - well Hardware Co. The work to corn- - vault.
o
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By
Mr.
cashier
of
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theWnce
struction of a brick building on
Monday
bank,
Franklin,
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t.on To Article V I, Th. Sam. To corner
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states that the doors will open fori J. M. Elder took out a big load
adjoining the Fort Sumner!
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Ben Stuart had to buy more lumhandsome structure when finished building is not only made much
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.more substantial, but greatly
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That the following Fort Sumner Review.
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Several other parties hotel built on site just south of the enough this year.
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tion held a hearing last Friday that ing to fear by making the most com- Proposed,
are preparing to pebble dash their Harvey house. The hotel will have! Peter Wagner has bought the Mil- at an election Ponr Shspp.ing Over
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Constitutional Amendments
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demand for cheer of some sort that
Tom Dunne swam back luto Daphne's
gloomy sky.
Daphne bad come home after a
morning of rebuffs. She was heartsore and footsore, in shabby boots
that she could not replace. She was
called to the telephone, and Duaue's
voice chanted In her ear with a tone
of peculiarly comforting melancholy.
"That you, Miss Kip? This Is me,
Mr. Duane. Poor Tom Duane. Poor
Tom's
I came back to town
unexpectedly early. I have something
important to say to you. Will you
take a little ride with me in my car?"
"Why notr she said, with a laugh.
She was glad that he could not see the
tears that gushed across her eyelids.
"Three cheers for you ! I'll be there
in a Jiffy.
You couldu't arrange to
dine with me, could you? Or could

"Want to go home?"
"If you don't mind."
When they came out upon the veran
da of the hotel the lake was a vast
charger of frosted silver among the
hills. They stood admiring It for a
moment and the music from the hotel
seemed to come from another world.
He helped her into the car and tbey
whisked away southerly.
He returned to the road along the
Hudson, and It was so beautiful in the
moonglow that it seemed a pity to
hurry through the wonderland at such
speed. And what was she going back
to that she should be In such haste?
She hinted as much to Duane, and
he bettered the suggestion. Not only
did he check the speed, but at one
wooded cllffside with a vista of pecu
liar majesty be wheeled out of the
road and stopped the car, shut down
the cbutterlng engine and turned off
the strenuous lights.
They sat utterly content till Duane
shook off the blissful stupor. They
could not stay here thug forever. Tbey
could not stay much longer. It was
growing cold and late.
He did not dare to look at Daphne.
He did not quite need to. He could
Imagine her pretty head and the
drowsy, adorable eyes, the lips pursed
with childish solemnity, the throat

wicked for people to live together if
EFFICIENT APPLE STORAGE HOUSE WILL
they don't love each other."
"It's love, then, that makes marINSURE GROWER AGAINST MATERIAL LOSS
riage sacred?"
"Yes. Yes, indeed! Of course!"
"Is it all right for two people who
are not Christians to live together according to their creeds?"
"How do you mean?"
"Well, the people who lived before
-there were any Christians or people
who never heard of Christianity
was
m ;t
aasssr
it all right for them to marry?"
"Of course."
"It's not any one formula, then, that
.2as
I1
makes marriage all right?"
" r mi
r
"Of course not, It's the
"The love?"
"I think so. It's hard to explain,
"Everything Is, Isn't It?"
"Terribly."
There was more silence. He took
1
?"
you
a cigar from his pocket, held It be
Again she answered, "Why not?"
fore her for permission.
She
said,
CHAPTER XVIII.
Leila felt a rapturous desire to kiss
!
Duane's voice rang back : "Tip-to"Please.'
He struck a match. She
12
him and call him names of gratitude. You've made me
as a box of
happy
glanced at his face In the little lime
Daphne scuttered or the subway as He was generous by impulse and pa- pups. I'm
there already."
light of the match. It was very hand
fugitive ralil.lt to its burrow. But tient, and nobody's fool at that. The
some.
A pearl
of drowsy luster
he was not a rabbit and she felt suf thoughts of tailors are long, long
CHAPTER XIX.
gleamed In the soft folds of his tie.
focated iu the tunnel. She could not thoughts.
The hands sheltering the match were Common Storage Protect the Apple Against Extreme Heat, Cold and
endure to be quiet iu the preseuce of
Daphne sat thinking, but Dot of
When Duane came up to the door
splendid hands.
o many goggle eyes like aligned but clothes.
Moisture,
The labor problem had al- be greeted her with the
beaming
She watched the cigar fire glow and
tons. She left the train at the next most defemlnlzed her. She was studyUnited
of a rising sun. He praised
tha
Bute
by
(Prepared
Depart
be placed on four sides of the house,
fade
and
the
little turbulent smoke
ration and walked rapidly to r'lftb ing the models as they lounged about her and thanked her for
ment or Agriculture.)
lending him
veils float into the air and die. One
Is Just about as reasonable to ex opening below the level of the false
It
the shop. Suddenly she spoke. "Oh, her time. The elevator that
venue, and up It homeward.
took their
of them formed a wreath, a strange. pose butter to the heat of the mid- floor. The Intake vents should be at
She walked rapidly for the comfort Mr. Dutllh, how much money does a bodies down took her
spirits up. She
frail, writhing circlet of blue filaments, summer sun and expect it to retain its least 24 by SO inches and should be
of the restlessness, but there was no model earn?"
noted that he had not brought his big
It drifted past her and she put her fin firm, solid consistency as it is to try provided with
Insulated
comfortable destination ahead of her.
"You mean what salary do I pay? car with his chauffeur. He stowed
ger Into It her
by some to keep apples in an attractive, mar- doors, being placed about IS feet apart.
She found Mrs. Chevvls at home with Common clothes-horseget fifteen or ber Into a powerful roadster built for
womanly Instinct.
ketable condition in the storage houses Outlet flues should extend from the
her disconsolate
husbaud. Daphne sixteeu dollars. Better lookers get two. But she had no Inclination to
of the storage room vertically
"Now you're married to me," said available on
dared nut tell them Just yet that she better pay. You're worth a thousand protest. The car caught them away
many farms. An efficient celling
to the roof and should open Into tbe
Duane.
Is the grower's
had lost her place. She would tell a week at least. Want a Job?"
insurance
storage
and they sped through Central park
the lower end of the outlet flue
There was a sudden movement of against loss ; It
them when she gut another one. For
"Yes."
permits of carrying the cupola,
with lyrical, with dithyramblc, sweep.
In each case being provided with a
his hands as If to seize upon her. She fruit In good condition
fear that they might ank why she was
it Is reafter
Ills smile was quenched. He studied
"The trees! how wouderful they
door to be closed whenever the Intake
recoiled a little; his bands did not moved from the orchard and
home so early, she went down to Bay- her across his cup. He saw the anx are!" she cried.
previous
pursue her. They went back to the to the time when It Is consigned to vents are closed. The outlet flues
ard's apartment.
lety In her curiosity.
They hud beeu wonderful for weeks,
steering wheel and clun to it fierce- commercial storage. Common storage should be not less than 20 square feet
She wanted to tell Bayard and Leila
"What's the matter?" he said. "Has but she had thought I hem dismal.
In cross section for every 3,000 square
ly. She turned from his eyes, but he consists of an
what bad happened. It was safe, she he run off with another girl, or do you
Inexpensive, ventilated
"They're nothing to what they are
gazed at ber cheek, and she could feel bouse for the storage of apples for the feet of floor space. The ventilation
felt sure. Buyurd would never attack expect to go fishing for a millionaire in Westchester," said Duane. "We're
Is
the blood stirring there In a blush.
lie would be more likely to In my pond?"
(ierst.
season,
natural ventilatora theusually accomplished at night, as
going to have a look at them and
"If you loved me, would you marry with cold utilizing
rail at Daphne for bringing the trouI need the money. I've had hard dine up there somewhere."
Instead of refriger Is temperature at that time usually
air
night
lower than during the day, although
me I" he said.
ble on herself.
ation. Another use of common storage
luck." Daphne said It so solemnly
"Are we?" was all she said.
"I I love
I'm going to marry
Leila let her In at the door, but she that he grew- - solemn, ton.
Is to furnish temporary housing for even then It requires careful attention.
And he said, "We are."
In the storage of apples about eight
somebody else.
was in a militant humor. She said.
the crop so that the apples may be cubic
After they left the park and re"I hat s too bnd! Well, I've got
feet of storage space are necesWhen?"
"Hello!" grimly and stepped back for more girls now than I need. Nobody entered the hard streets she found the
kept under favorable conditions after
for tbe accommodation of each
"Some day."
sary
and
to
to
Daphne to euter. Daphne found Bay- as beautiful as you, of course, but I courage to remind him : "But you gold
previous
shipment
barrel of fruit On this basis ana
"If you're not happy with him, wlli picking
ard still aglow with Interrupted quar- suppose I could let soma one go."
market or permanent cold storage.
you had something important to tell
le: ve him?"
grower can quickly determine the
you
I
rel. He said, "Hello!" with a dismal
me.
waa
Time
I"
couldn't
think
of
so
and
not
was
What
that
"Oh,
It?"
very remote at amount of
"Oh, but I'll be happy with him,"
space he needs. The height
"Neither could I. Well. I'll squeeze
connotation.
common
when
"Miss Kip, you've played the very
that
storage for ap
"So many people have said that I
"What do you suppose that brother you In somewhere. But I can't pay devil with ine. I thought I was
was a prerequisite on every farm of the storage room ordinarily should
ples
11
be about
You've seen how seldom it worked. which boasted much of an
feet from floor to celling.
of yours orders me to do now?" said you as much as you are worth. Would
to the lover germ, but well, I
orchard,
If you ceased to love him, or be you, and this
Handling the Apples.
mn in twenty dollars a week Inter- told you the truth about
Alla, whirling Daphne toward her.
to the eastern
applies
equally
going abroad
The question Is often asked, "Why
would you leave him?"
est you?"
"I can't Imagine." said Daphne,
to shake
off the the fever the
as well as to the northern and western
does one lot of apples keep well In
'If Is a large order. Maybe,"
"it would fascinate me."
of Baya j's orderiug Leila
states.
Daphnltls that attacked me. But I
Wouldn't It be wiser If two people
storage while snother lot of the same
"All right, you're engaged. You can couldu't get you out of my mind for
to do anything.
A new Interest is developed In com
who thought tbey loved could live to- mon
variety will show serious decay and
"He wants me to go to Dutllh and begin next Monday." He turned to long, or out of my heart at all. I'm a
for
storage
apples,
particularly
gether for a while before they mar In the eastern states, as well as In costly deterioration early In the seasick man, Miss Kip, a lovesick man."
put up a poor mouth and humiliate my- - Leila. "Do you want a Job, too?"
ried
son?" Investigations of the depart"No, thank you !" Leila snapped.
Mr. Duane, you mustn't I can't al He Could
eir."
other sections of the country, such as ment
Her
Imagine
Pretty Head.
She felt her muscles set as if she
of agriculture ahow two princiPacific northwest where about SO
the
oayara snatched Daphne to him Her eyes were blacker than ever with low you really !"
cheeks
Oh, yes. you can!" he said, and stem In the urn contour of ber shoul would rise and run away from such per cent of the apples placed in stor pal causes of apple spoilage In storage.
and stormed: "She bought the dollies, rage, and her
man i sue. without consulting me? curdled with shame. She could not sent the car ahead with a plunge. ders, the vaselike curves of her young words. "Mr. Duane ! I don't think It's age are held through the season In One comes from not picking apples at
the proper stage of maturity when
une wouidn t send 'em back as yoa did trust herself ta speak. Her brunette
You're going to listen to me for once. torso. He Imagined these from mem nice even to be talking of such things. common storage houses.
the seeds have turned brown or nearYou can't help yourself, I'm not going ory, for they now were swaddled In a Besides, it's growing late."
Better
yours; sne wore 'em out, paraded 'em beauty had the threat of a
8tors
Facilities.
go
"It's not so late as It would be If
thundercloud.
to hurt you. I just want you to
ly black, when the apples part readily
neiore other men there Iu Newport
It is not to be supposed that com from
help thick raotorcoat. But without turning you married a man and found that
the fruit spurs In picking, and
When she and Daphne had taken mo a little. I went up In the Berk- his head he could see her little bands
wmie l was slaving here. And uow
mon
for
can
storage
apples
displace when the
was a ghastly mistake."
underlying color of the akin,
that Dutllh insists on money that I their departure, I.ella still dared not shires and tried to get my sanity back, clasped Idly at her knees, the little your marriage
the
commercial
warecold
storage
"Hadn't we better start back?"
haven't got. and can't get, she won't speak to Daphne on the way home. but I couldn't! I couldn't even nluy gloves turned back at the wrist. He
house which offers greatly Improved or ground color, has turned from deep
me
"Please
don't
leave
yellow-greeleaf green to a
just yet. conditions for proper
ven go explain It to Win. Thnt's all She dared not speak to her at all.
golf or cards or driuk. People drive thought that he would like to take
storage. How hue, as these are lighter
Leila brought triumph to Bayard. She me crazy. I can't get Interested iu them in his he would like to take all This Is very solemn to me. I've been
the earmarks of the
t ask her to explain It to him and
the
ever,
of
cold
Insufficiency
storage
to
a
long time, trying
of her In his arms, Into bis heart, Into studying you
storage apple. Another reason
ask li In) to be patient so that I won't told him what Dutllh hud told her of anything or iinybodv but you."
space during the war period in many prime
get you out of my mind, and only
for deterioration comes from allowing
"Mr. Duane, please
his keeping.
You oughtn't
6e sued. I cnn't stand that. I've had his w illingness to wult for his money.
old
of
the
as
sections
In
love
I
heart.
you deeper
my
Bayard embraced Leila and huiled to i peg you. I have no right'
let he did not want to mnrrv her.
very other calamity but I've never
well as difficulties In handling or mov- the picked apples to remain In the
orchard or In a warm packing bouse
"Oh, I know you're engaged to Clay He did not admire marriage In its re-- you."
ieen sued for debt. I ask Leila to go her as an angel. When she had taken
ing the crop promptly, emphasized the
don't
it."
believe
"I
to
In the temtell him about my hard lurk and my full toll of her success, she told Bay- - Wimburn. He's a nice kid. I'm not suits as he sow tlieiu In other people.
Importance of better facilities for the exposed ordally changes
know
"I
It."
aril what Daphne had done. She told
with him, I'm not try' Like many another, he cherished
One prospects
perature,
exposed directly to the
play fair with him
of
the
nnd
storage
handling
apples,
to
"Then
tell
me,"
you oughtn't
sun's heat. As a rule It Is not possible
and with me. But will she do It? No! It simply, without emphasis, knowing lr- to cut him out I couldn't If I wicked Ideals because the everyday
"Not tell a woman you love her? new districts planted during recent to note the serious effects of this exI like him.
I'd like to help virtues worked out so Imperfectly, so
Its effect.
woujd.
Blie won't do anything for me."
In
some
cases
are
withyears
Not
to
save
ber
entirely
from wrecking her
try
at the time the apples are
Daphne:" be roared. "You asked him, nnd your brother, too. I don't unneautlfully.
Daphne was swayed by his emotion.
out commercial storage warehouses. posure In
life and my own?"
I l
Dutllh for a position among bis mean to be Impertinent, either; but
storage, although a heavy
placed
The pleaded: "Why don't you, Leila
was musing almost as
The
Cnlted
States
of
iupuue
"How
agridepartment
wrecking my her life?"
loss Is sure to occur later when the
Tou have such winning ways. I'll go models? (Jreat Lord of heaven, I'll tele- well, the main thing Is, I waut to beg vaguely. On the river a racht at an
Is
culture
receiving many Inquiries
"I believe that If you marry Clay
you to let me sec you once In a while. cnor
with you."
graph father to come take you home,"
like a swan asleep. She Wimburn you'll be unhappy. He can't from fruit growers and shippers in all fruit Is treated In this manner.
"I want to take you out riding and would poised
properly handled and placed
Leila hesitated, then answered by
"That's all right," Daphne taunted.
like to own a yacht. On the give you a borne. He cunt
sections
of
the
country relative to the In Apples
buy yoa
and dancing and you can take
storage
promptly may keep in exside of the river along the clothes. He can't support yon."
diking up her hat and slapping it on "You'll send the message, collect, and dining
opposite
of
construction
suitable apple cellent condition
proper
from four to six
leer head.
She paused, took It oft" he II never be able to pay for It, so he'll Wimburn along f you've got to, but I road she could see motorcars like in
storages.
That's not bis fault. Just now
want you to save my life somehow.
while fruit from the same
months,
again, and went to her room, unhook- never know what he missed."
crickets with gleaming eyes with the hard times and the war,
quisitive
hanFederal Investigations of the
trees may deteriorate quickly In stor"But surely we are not such beggars And, by the Lord Harry! I think It will aud feelers of light. She would like Plense let's go home."
ing her gown as she w ent ; she knew
dling and storage of apples, wblcb
save yours. You don't look well, my to own
age due to delay In handling promptly
Jltnt In asking favors one should wear
a motor or two,
have
been
refconducted
"To
home?"
with
my
special
dear
Miss
from the tree to the storage house.
Kip. It breaks my heart
ne' best appearances.
'Who has any money? Who has any
If she were the wife of as rich a
too appalling to erence to the Pacific northwest, have
wus
Insolence
That
to
see
I
it.
No,
don't believe you're man as
From tbe storage standpoint one of
'
man at her aide, how answer, or even to gasp at, or protest shown that properly Insulated stor
Itayard grumbled, "How are you thing left to pawn?"
this
as
Inmuch fun out of life as you
getting
"But there must be other jobs."
she could
It stunned ber. He took ad- ages, provided with the necessary the most serious problems that the
jolting along at your otllce?"
ought to. There Isn't much fun iu the quickly and the help ber father and against. of her daze to
dividual grower and shipper has to
i Daphne
"(Set me one."
felt unable to Intrude her
means
hur
successcan
of
be
wretched
vantage
itayard
victims
of
explain,
ventilation,
world any more, but what little's left
work out Is to arrange his operations
"There must be some other way."
fkwu troubles on his. She shrugged
fully operated, and allow the grower
Is very precious, and I want you to get the massacre In Europe and so many riedly:
tor shoulders. It Is a kind of white "Show me."
to be one of those to hold his fruit in prime condition for so that his apples can be handled
not
"You're
and
even
yes,
going
people
poor,
Clay,
all that's going. Won't
let me help
promptly and expeditiously from the
He, the shrug.
Idiot girls that a the market.
dear, hopeless, helpless Clay Wim- silly,
Clay Wlmburo came In after dinner, you go after It? Won'tyou
trees to the storage.
you?"
man can't talk to earnestly and frankto
whom
she
In
Care
the
burn,
"Hang nn to your Job as long as you Ills protests against Daphne's project
had
of
these
nothstor
operation
brought
They swung up to a height that com- ing but
coarse you're age houses Is Just as Important as In
are
ran, old girl, for you'll have to support were louder than Bayard's, with the
Of
now?
of
you
ly,
and
expense
heart
money
os all, I guess. You're the only one of added rancor of jealousy. But he had manded a vast reach of the Hudson. ache and torture.
not. You're not one of those poor their construction. The best of stor PREVENT HOG CHOLERA LOSS
Between Its banks It semed to be a
us that can get a Job or earn a ceut no substitute to offer.
whose virtue consists In being age houses sometimes fall through the
things
but
Suddenly
quietly upon this cur
river of wine. The western sky was
That's the advantage of being a pretty
insulted every time anyone appeals to carelessness of the owners In neglect- Important to Keep House and Lot
She forebore to tell him of the Oerst like a
forest of autumn leaves with tie rent of her thoughts a thought of their
Clean to Thwart Outbreaks of
affair. He was deep enough In the last sad
girl."
intelligence, are you? No, you're ing to provide proper ventilation for
red pitifully beautiful, since Duane s was launched like a skiff confine, brave soul, and yoa want to the building, particularly as regards
Daphne was almost moved to tell ml re. Hi' went away a little luter and it must turn so
Deadly Diaease.
genial to the tide. He spoke almost
soon to rust.
him some of the disadvantages of be she returned to her cubbyhole with
know the truth about truth, and so do the provision of ventilators which may
In a spirit of haste the fleetly spin- as softly as a thought, at first with a
be kept open when the temperature (Prepared by the United States Departing a pretty girl, but she felt that the the ChlvTiscs.
shock such as a boat makes, I.
ment of Agriculturs.)
ning wheels murmured, "Why not, why quaint
"I'm a decent enough fellow at conditions outside make It desirable,
time was unlit for exploiting her own
Those were black-- days for nil Amer- not,
launched.
One means of Increasing our supply
why not,
I
want
to
woes. She ached for some one to dis ica, suffering under the backfire from
heart.
do
the
right thing while the ventilators should be closed of food Is to prevent loss from
"How often do you go to church?"
Before the sunset had quite relinhog
and live squarely as well aa the next tightly whenever the outside temper cholera.
close I hem to, but she w ithheld tlieiu. the sudden war nnd from' the long fathe sky the moon was over he said, whimsically.
Keep the bog house and lot
quished
a
sense
fellow.
I've
of
too, atures are higher than those Inside clean. This
got
Leilu came in, arrayed In her very tigue of hard times. There were weeks Ihe horizon
honor,
Is
In
I'm
never,
Why
she
prevent
important
the harvest moon, huge
afraid,"
tint-!of a sort, and I take life pretty seri the house.
She was smiling In the conCarefully worked out ing outbreaks.
If any of the hogs
and close nnd of a meditative meln. gnsped In surprise.
tentment of beauty at its best. "When
and
ously.
are
drawings
plana
being
You
prepnred
ahow
were
sickness
of
to
be
married
signs
It paled and dwindled as it climbed,
notify tbe
planning
"I tell you. the world Is ail earned by tbe Cnlted States department of stnte live
you ask credit you've got to look as
n church?
stock sanitary authorities,
but Its power seemed to grow.
topsy-turvthe last few years. The agriculture and will be sent free on the
If you didn't need It," she said.
vetor
local
:
Such funny questional
county agent,
It left Daphne more alone with
Tea, of old rules don't rule.
They never did. request to any farmer.
taken In the early
erinarian.
They found Dutllh In a state of unSteps
Duane, a little afraid of him and of course."
but people pretended to believe In 'em.
Insulation of Houses.
usual
excitement
und exhaustion.
stages of the disease can probably prethe gloaming. They emerged above
"Why?"
Now we're not so afraid of the truth
The early commercial storage houses vent loss, but If delayed many hogs
There were few customers In his place
the chain of Croton lakes and ran
"Oh, It wouldn't be nice not to."
In science or history or religion or were Insulated with mill
nnd he left them to the other
shavings and may die.
"You don't believe In divorce, then?"
across the big dam and wound along
anything. We want to know the truth sawdust. Investigations by the federal
He ndvanced on Leila and
"Oh
If
Indeed
the
iron
after
yes
yes.
shore,
people
crossing
bridge
'
and live by It.
department demonstrating that these
Daphne and gave a hand to each.
iron bridge, till they came to a little don't get along together. I think it's
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
materials are Ideally suited for Insula"Why, oh why In the name of 1'aul
roadside inn whose lights bad a yel
tion and not so expensive as cardboard
I'oiret didn't ou come In a week ago?
low warmth.
other prepared Insulation mateThe pirates have takeu every dent
"We're stopping here for dinner, If WAS ONCE
"WASTE LAND" GRANT REFUSED TO ANSWER and
rials. It Is essential to keep all insujcown I bad. The sewing women are
don't
said
Duane.
you
mind,"
lation material dry, this being why
working like rnad to reproduce 'em,
Daphne was a trifle ill at ease, but Present Site of Great Bank In New When President, He Declined te Tell
are preferred to sawdust, as
shavings
The corrugated roller Is a splendid
bu there's nothing left fit to show,
she was hungry, too, and the adventure
York City o Described In
House Where He Had Been
it la difficult to obtain dry sawdust In tooL
was exhilarating.
icept to Pittsburgh and I'lattshurg
There were not
Grant,
Absence.
King's
During
large quantities. On tbe other hand.
tourists. Where did you get that awful
many people at the tables, and they
planer-miLook forward to next winter's supshavings made from sea
rag you have onT"
were of I i adventurous cast as well- In the office of George F. Baker, la
During President Grant's sdmlnlstra- - soned lumber
require no artificial dry ply of wood.
"Here," said Leila.
his
order
When
Duane
had
he
York
New
the
bank
of
tlon
National
First
was
movement
-given
to
started
call
I
"Oli. of course, I remember.
It's
asked Daphne If she would join the city, there hangs on the wall the origi- Grant to account for having been ab- Ing and should be tightly packed In
tbe wall, which must bo at least six
There are late crops that may bs
beautiful. Sit down. I'm dead. Have
rest of the diners who had left their nal patent from James IL king of Eng- sent from Wsshlngton.
The bouse
a cigarette? Have a cop of tea? Oh,
chairs to fox trot She shook her head land, dated February 4, 1685, for the asked him by resolution to inform It Inches thick. The outside wall of the grown for hay.
house should be composed of
Miss Calvey tea for three, please. I
and he did not urge ber.
land on which the First National bank what official acts he hsd performed storage
Let nothing edible on your farm go
didn't forget either of yoa when I was
But by the time their dinner waa now stands, therein designated as while away, says an exchange. The two layers of boards between which
waterproof paper should be used. It to waste this year.
la I'aris. I hare a siren gown for you.
served and eaten the nagging, inter "waste land" outside the city gste of hero of Appomattox replied:
e e
Is not essential to
thia In tbe
Mrs. Kip, that will break your heart
minable music had played away near New York. It waa Issued to one Thom"I freely Inform the house that from Inside wall, as hereduplicate
Alfalfa can be sowed any tune aftei
only one thickness
with joy. Tou'd murder to get It. And
as Dougan, "late governor and now the time of my entrance anon my of of
ly all her scruples.
boards may be used In the interest the ground Is ready.
aa for yoa. Miss Kip well, you'll aim
When Duane looked at her with an admlrall of New York."
fice, I have been In the habit, aa were of
e
construction, although auch
cheaper
ply be Indecently demure In the one I
Is
a
she
smiled
nod
sketch
of
There
smalt
attached
all
back,
smile,
of
appealing
my predecessors, of absenting
A good bean for the ordinary farmet
call 'Innocence.'"
ded and rose.
He leaped to his feet the property, showing Wall street with myself at times from the seat of gov- aa arrangement Is not as satisfactory
use as Is a doable thickness to grow Is the soap bean.
and took her In his arms.
Its fence, and the city gate, through ernment, and that during such ab- for long
Itapbne waa a trifle shocked, but
o
boards on both Inside snd outside
of
Leila's eyes filled with tears at the Leila Felt a Rapturous Desire to Kiss
mere
was
not
which
It
leads
"Broad
sences
I did sot neglect or forego th surfaces
Somehow,
way."
dancing
walls
of
the
and
weeds at all times
celling.
Vigilance
against
now.
one
He
"waste
had
told
thla
he
When
considers
loved
tnockery of such talk. She moaned:
her that
that
Him and Call Him Names of
obligations or duties of my office, bat
The common storage house should counts for annihilation.
"I dldn t come to buy. I came to
her. There was In his embrace an land" now represents one of the moat continued to discharge all of the ex
be built with a false floor approxiapologize and beg for mercy. I owe
eagerness that was full of deference, valuable spots in the world one real ecutive offices, acta and duties which
Frequent cultivation is the next best
you a lot of money, and I haven't a of dread lest the Cnlted States be but full of delight as well. After all, izes what cbangea a little more than were required of me as president of mately three feet above the earth or
sucked into the maelstrom at a time she was alone with him in a company two centuries have wrought in New the Cnlted 8tates. I am not aware concrete floor. Intake vents should thing to rain for the garden.
cent"
"Who has? What of It? Nobody's when It was least prepared In money, that seemed not to be very respectable, York city.
that a failure occurred In any one In
Barnyard manure is often the difarras, or spirit. Never, perhaps, in hu- and was growing less so every hour.
paying 'anybody."
What would Thomas Dougan have stance of my exercising the functions
Cultivation of Garden.
ference between profitable crops and
man
ao
chronicle
had
an
I
bad
"But
Her feet and all her limbs and every said if he had been told that on thla and powers of my offices In every case
many people
argent letter from
Thorough cultivation given frequent unprofitable crops.
looked with such bewildered misery muscle of her reveled In the gambol, "waste land" would one day stand a requiring their discharge, or of my ex
your bookkeeper, or somebody."
to a garden made of rich soil should
"Don't mind her. She gets excited. on so many people locked la such but ber heart and mind and conscience banking Institution returning Its stock- ercising all necessary executive acta ly
give a good supply of vegetables and
The principal advantage In sowing
were troubling her till she stopped holders over 80 per cent
la
whatever
Nobody pays me. Ton come in and multifarious carnage.
Cnlted
of
the
grates
part
year?
flowers.
rape In corn Is for the late fall pasAt such a time, as In an epoch of short at last and said:
I may at the time have been."
Wall Street Journal.
get another gown and you'll catch
ture that Is secured.
millionaire with It."
"I'm sorry, but I I'd rather not
plague, there came a desperate need
e
Keep est Cultivating Corn.
It was hard for Dutllh to keep his of a respite from woe; soldiers sky- dance any more here."
Pictures of Christ
CheerfHlnees Wins.
Richer son should be the aim of
Cultivate the corn a plenty and then
larked In trenches; war widows
Duane paused in a moment's
clients clear la his memory.
All pictures of Christ mow ta existWondrous Is the strength of cbeer
plenty more; so shall tbe yields and every fanner who looks to the future
danced In gay colors; festivals were chagrin. Then he sighed : "All right." fulness, altogether past calcnlatloaai ence represent the artists' Imaginative
"Bat I can't afford It."
as well as the past.
profits be Increased.
"And I can't afford to hare my chil- held in the name of charity; frivoliTbey retreated to their table, and he Its powers of endurance. Efforts, to conceptions, based more or leas a
o
dren going round In last year's rags. ties and vices were resorted to that looked at her sadly, and she sadly at be permanently anefuL most bo
Biblical and other descriptions of his
Humus Is Required.
Alfalfa Is by far the most valuable
Yea do as you're told and come around good souls might renew themselves him. Then he seemed to like her even
a
of
sunshine
The
works of
joyous
spirit
personal appearance.
Hamas is necessary if we are te forage plant, though It Is not grown ao
better than before, and he said, with a graceful from every gladness bea ati-fu-l Leonardo da Ylnd r,nd Raphael are have
atnt week. I'll get my money out of for the awful work before them.
fertile land.
extensively as the clovers.
Tea soina da. Trust me for that."
because bright.
It waa In such a mood of Imperative very tender smile:
tke earliest acceptable
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TREATY OF CONSTANTINOPLE,

1841

When the Present Egypt Was Evolved.

24

To take a cheerful,
mistic, never

The British possession of Egypt Is Its possession caused them to Join
JESUS AN8WERINQ THE LAWYER.
something into which England "Just together for an armed Intervention,
naturally drifted." The force of cir- and All was forced to give up Syria.
LESSON TEXT Luke
GOLDEN TEXT As we have therefor cumstances was stronger than treaties On January 30, 1841, a (reuty was
opportunity, let us do good unto all men, and diplomacy, and after the occupa concluded at Constantinople by which.
especially unto them who are of the tion of the country subsequent to the In leturu for the relinquishment of
household of faith. Gal. 1:10.
Arnlii Bey Incident In 1882, Engluud Syria and the renewal of Ills allegl-uucADDITIONAL MATERIAL-O- al.
I.
to (he sultan, All and his descendfound herself In the position of the
1; James t:M-lPRIMARY TOPIC Showing kindness to n.an who held the bear by both paws ants were created beredltury rulers of
others.
around a tree It was more dangerous Egypt.
JUNIOR
the needy.
Egypt for Egyptians.
to let go than to hold on. Yet up to
INTERMEDIATE TOPIC-O- ur
reaponal-bllltIn 1881 appeared an Kgypdun colfor the welfare of others.
the recent proclamation of a British
SENIOR
AND
ADULT
TOPIC Ths protectorate over the lund of the Nile onel, Arubl Bey, who started the cry
,
Christian Ideal of brotherhood.
and the setting up of a sultan Inde- of "Egypt for (lie Egyptians." He
overthrew the ministry of that year
sidThe subject chosen by the lesson pendent of Turkey following the
with (he and musKiieres of Europeans took
committee for today, based upon this ing of the Khedive olibas a
part of pluce in Cairo and Alexandria. He
text, Is "Social Responsibility." When Germans, Egypt remained
was
(he Turkwe consider the real meaning of the the Turkish empire, a vassal state ish openly encouraged byeven
when
government which,
text It la hard to understand why the paying an annual tribute of $3,000.0(10
by a heredi- Arab! hud flouted the authority of the
committee chose such a subject How- and governed nominally
rt was governed Khedive and, becoming minister of
ever, let us with open minds and tary vassal prince,of
1841, which the wur, placed himself at (he head of an
hearts study the text, for It is of under the treaty the
sublime porte aimed revolt which swept the counforced upon
power
was
Christ's
great Importance.
object
refused to declare him a rebel.
to lead the lawyer (theological pro- and Its victorious rebel governor of try,
Egypt, Mehemet All. By this treaty He withdrew the budgets from the
to
God.
understand
fessor)
the need of
French and Britixh financial advisers
I. Eternal Life Through Obedience the western powers obtained their first
foothold in the lund of the I'haraolis. and uiuiinlng the old forts and
to the Law (vv.
new ones at Alexandria,
Mehemet All was a Turkish officer
1. The lawyer's
question (v. 25). The who first went to Egypt In 1700 as threatened
the Meets of England.
"lawyer" was one who expounded the commander of the forces. He did so France and the Cnlted States.
Mosaic law. The nearest position corOn July 10, 1882. the British adwell In restoring order there that In
responding thereto In modern life is 805 Ihe sultan
htm gov- miral demanded (lie cessation of hosappointed
the theological professor. His quesand the delivery of
tile
tion was not an effort to ascertain the ernor. But All found his government somepreparations
of the forts Into British hands
famous
threatened
the
by
constantly
truth, but to entrap Jesus. He not Mamelukes, a cuvulry corps of the within 24 hours, or he said he would
only had a wrong motive, but a defecthe de- open lire. Cablegrams flew buck and
tive theology. He thought that eter- Egyptian army consisting of
Turk- fortli between Alexandria and Europe,
scendants
of
those
Mlngrellnn.
nal life could be secured by doing
ish
slaves sold by Genhls and the British Invited the French to
obedience. He did not know that "do- Khanandto other
the Egyptian sultnn in the Join witli I hem In an Intervention.
ing" meant keeping the law In Its mi- thirteenth
who, uniting In re- The French refused and the French
nutest parts, which is an utter Impos- volt In 1251,century
made themselves masters fleet steamed out of the bnrboi for
sibility for fallen men ; that failure to of the country. The Turkish govern- I'ort Said. The American fleet with-dremeasure up to the least demand of the ment
the Mameluke governlaw exposed him to the curse of God ment overthrew
At T a. m. the British fleet opened
In 1517 and Egypt became a
(Gal. 3:10).
The engagement lusted until
But the military fire.
Turkish
2. The lawyer answering bis own caste of province.
the Mamelukes was continued noon by which time most of (he forts
counter-questioquestion (v. 27). Christ's
as a portion of the Egyptian army hud been silenced. Fort Pharos fired
sent hint to the law, of which until All's
until four o'clock. The next morning
time.
he gave a fine summary. Supreme
Arubl asked for a truce which was
Massacre of the Mamelukes.
love to God and love to one's neighIn 1811, seeing (hat It was a ques- grunted, and under cover of which he
bor as to ourselves I the whole of tion of survival between (he Mame- escaped with his army from the city
man's duty. It is true as Jesus said : lukes and himself. All settled (lie mat- Seymour landed a force to restore or
"This do and thou shalt live" (v. 28). ter by a massacre of the Mame- der in the city, Ihe American marines
But no one has ever kept the law. lukes. The citadel of Cairo was the landing also. A British expedition un"There is none righteous, no not one" scene of the principal
slaughter; the der Sir Gurnet Wolseley, was rushed
(Bom. 8:10). "All have sinned and Mamelukes were annihilated.
Now to Egypt, and Arabi was crushingly
come short of the glory of God" (Rom. absolute master of
Egypt, Mehemet defeated at the battle of
8:23). "By the deeds of the law there All threw off his Turkish allegiance on September 13. Cairo surrendered
shall no flesh' be Justified In his sight" and conquered Syria in 1831-2- .
In the next day; Arubl was taken pris
(Bom. 8:20). "By the law la the 1830 he defeated the Turks In so many oner unci exiled to Ceylon. The BU'
knowledge of sin" (Bom. 8:20).
engagemenls that It seemed as If his thorlty of the Khedive was restored
II. Being
banners were certain to wave In the I' pi in advice of the British, he liliol
Neighbor (vv.
1. The lawyer's question (v. 20). H
The powers Ished the Dual Control and appointed
mosque of St. Sophia.
evidently keenly felt the force ol took alarm. That old Ideu which for a British financial adviser. Abbas
Christ's argument, for he sought to so many centuries has prevented t'ie succeeded Tewflk and an Englishman
Justify himself by asking, "Who Is mj Turk from being driven out of E- was appointed head of the Egyptian
neighbor?" This inquiry betrays bit uropethe Idea that the status quo at army. The treaty of 1841 was still
lack of that love which Is the fulfill- Constantinople must not be disturbed, observed until Abbas declared for
ment of the law (Rom. 13:10). Love lest the Turk being out of ConstantiGermany end fled to Austria, when
never Inquires as to whom to love, but nople, a general war should ensue for a British protectorate was declared.
"Where is some one who needs my
loveT' Christ convicted him on bit
own grounds.
TREATY OF SHIMONOSEKI,
1895
2. Jesus' answer (vv.
He answered by a parable in which a certain
A New Power Arises in the East When Japan Declares War on China.
man fell among thieves on his way t
Jericho and was severely wounded.
The western nations woke up to the to Interfere except as a "friendly neu
While In this helpless condition a
had spiieared tial," and would Join no oilier nation,
priest passed by, not even coming fact that a great power
denear; also Levite, who was Interest- In the East when In 1804 Japan of even In that31 interference.
On July
Japan declared war upon
ed enough to look on him, but not clared war on the vast empire
It to Its
The military
enough to help him. Finally a Sa- China and speedily brought a naval the Celestial empire.
and naval supremacy of Japan at once
maritan came where the wounded man knees. The realization that
A Japwas and, moved by compassion for and military power of the first cluss became sturtlingly apparent.
western anese army swept through Korea, and
him, bound up his wounds and brought had come Into being on the a
pleas- advancing down the l.laotung penin
him on hi own beast to the Inn, shores of the Pacific was not
where be was cared for at the Samari- ant one and caused a great fluKering sula, took I'ort Arthur. The Chinese
Europe were driven out of southern Man
tan's expense. In reply to Jesus' among the "chancelleries" of concern
churin. The Japanese fleet destroyed
without
viewed
not
was
and
the
declared
that
the
lawyer
question
(he Chinese fleet and captured WeiSamaritan was neighbor to the unfor In the United States.
war
with
At (he beginning of (he war
It was because of her
tunate man; and Jesus commanded
war
with (he Chinese emiteror had commanded
him to go and do likewise (v. 37). By China and her subsequent
this Jesus shewed hlra that the Impor- Russia that Japan occupies the posi- his generals: "Go drive me these pigtant question Is not. "Who Is my tion she does today among Ihe nations. mies Into the sea." hut now a Jap
and the anese army was ready to advance on
neighbor?" but "Whose neighbor am The treaty of Shlmonosekl
IT' Jesus came seeking those to treaty of Portsmouth placedof her Peking. Everywhere China was utter'
(he ly defeated.
whom be could be neighbor. Those among the leading nations
who have his Spirit will be trying to world. The war between China and
Negotiated Four Weeks.
be neighbors Instead of hunting neigh- Japan arose over the affairs of Korea,
China thereupon authorized the
had
Korea
paid
olden
la
the
days
bors.
the ulioll-tlo- American minister at Pekln tn trans
Those who tore God supremely will, tribute to Japan and after
and the mit direct tn Japan n proposal for
In
1W
of
the
Shogunate
as tbey pass along the highways at
Japan agreed tn receive Li
own. peace.
his
Mikado
Into
of
the
life, anfnlster to the broken and coming
as pince commissioner,
Chang
Hung
made
were
upon
demands
wounded souls In the spirit of neigh repeated
continuation of this He landed at Shlmonosekl on March
bor's tove, regardless of nationality, re- the Koreans for a
Chinese and Japanese in- 1, 1805, where he was met hy the
tribute.
ligion, character ar color. May we
four weeks of
at
the Korean court for the Marquis Ito. and after was
trigued
"Go
Jesus
ef
voice
saying,
the
hear
the treaty
signed on
pradomlnntltig Influence in the land of negotiation
and do thou likewise."
17. The complete Independence
the morning calm and transformed It April
of Korea was recognized ; (he
Into a land which knew no ealip.
The Thought of the Heart.
peninsula. Formosa and the Pes-Infraction.
Alleged
Our
are.
Japan
we
w
thoughts
think,
As
1804 a Chinese army was cadi ires Islands were reded to Japan,
of
June
la
our
of
The
measure.
thought
Is our
and Chins agreed tn pay a war In
for the ostensible
hearts should be the kingdom and sent Into Korea down a rebellion which demnity of (wo hundred million taels.
becomIs
This
putting
God.
of
government
Jaan open four new ports and grant spethreatened the Korean king.
ing Identified with the greatest of declared this to he an Infraction of cial trade privilege to the victors.
mm
all
of
U
the
great
all causes. It
herself and China Korea had been occupied and organ
The thought eaa go no the treaty between
causes.
a Japan- Ized by Japan during the war and.
and
1885.
In
dispatched
made
the
kingdeeper than God, Christ,
Korean though Its complete Independence had
the
which
occupied
ese
army
dom. Kothlng mean, small, petty,
Ma port of Chemulpo, and been guaranteed hy the treaty, Japand
dominated
capital
soul
by
can dwell la the
tiifluitii-ass now supreme
fortified the route connecting the two anese
the majesty sad rule of God, his cities.
there.
rebellion
the
disapSomehow
for
Intention
plan and purpose and
England was disturbed, Germany
but the king of Korea found
the world. When we think In such apeared,
Chinese army and a Japanese fac- displeased and Russia angry and
terms we crowd out Insignificant
m hostile guise apon alarmed at the treaty of Shlmonosekl.
The Master Thinker said; ing each other
things.
and asked them tn wit- A great power had suddenly appeared
Go T Into all the world." A class his territory
refused to do. The te threaten Russian possessions and
of theological students were asked hdrawwhich they
to the Cnlted States, Mock her aspiration on the Pacific
paper on God king appealto write a
The rsar threateningly de
Mr. Gresham, secretary of state, ask-- d coast.
and the derH, One took all of the
China and Japan please to get ant manded the retrocession to China of
23 minutes and wrote about God, addGermany
have no time for of Korea. China said she was per- the Liaotung peninsula.
ing at the close: "I
tn get out If Japan and France hacked up the demand of
willing
the
fectly
about
things
Thinking
derll."
the
In would. Japan said she would not get Russia. Had Russia been alone to be
,that matter most leaves no room
out until Korea had reformed her In- considered. Japan might have thrown
matter
that
the
things
for
mind
the
down the gauntlet then as she did
ternal affairs.
mediocre
out
the
crowd
as
Let
least.
Rut In the face of threats
was evident that Japan meant later.
It
Braunsteln.
R.
the
and
war, and on July 8, 1804, England from three powers, she dared not re
proposed that the Cnlted States Jola fuse, and gave up the best fruits of
The Joy ef Having God's Help.
with her In an Intervention to prevent the wsr which Russia stepped la and
boastful
and
confident
la
Whoever
the war. The Cnlted Slates refused grabbed for herself.
cleverness,
akin,
great
he
has
because
and
honor,
friendship,
power, favor,
NOSTALGIA.
he haa a god, but not the one true
LEFT FOOT LARGEST.
conGod. Here thou mayest see bow
men
feel
and
proud
fident, secure,
A young Swedish girl wss very
Tour left foot Is larger than your
when they have these things, and ho
In 89 cases out of 100. Science homesick. "Ton ought to be contentright
hare
If
Jsty
ac- ed, snd not fret for your old home.
timid and despairing
explains It In many ways; but wa
them not, or If they lose them. Thereone, which Is that we Ins," said her mistress, as she looked
easiest
the
cept
means
God
that to have
fore I
loungers. at the dim eyes of the girt. Ton are
the heart are a world of
to have something In whichthou
and door Jambs, earning good wages, your work Is light,
lean
We
posts
against
canst
we do moat of our leaning en the every one Is kind to yon, and you have
puts all Its trust. Hence
what and how and
left foot; enniiequenOy. through the plenty of friends-- here." Tea. ma'am."
easUj understand commandment
demuch the first
to support the said the girl. But It Is not the place
of years It has grown
foot doesn't where I do be that makes me vera
mands, namely, the whole heart
the
that
right
lazy
weight
Ood
In
man and perfect confidence
The next time yon boy shoes, hare homesick ; It Is the place where I doat
rtin
ele,-Mabe."
alone, and H M oo
roar left foot measured first.
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sttltude of mind. Is
to set In. snd keep In continual operation, subtle, sllunt forces tnat ares
working alone the lines we are
and that open the way for us to
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A salad will often use up leftovers
In wonderfully attractive ways, but

the Ingredients
should be put to-e t h e r carefully.
Dressed lettuce Is
one of the simplest
of salads und now
is the time wlieu
we should be supplying our tables
with sulud greens
from our own gardens. By sowing lettuce seed several times during the
summer one inny have tender, crisp
lettuce until fall.
Lettuce, spinach, chard, pepjiergrnss
and beet greens supply mineral salts
needed to keep up the bodily health as
well as supplying 'lie valuable fat
solubles that are so essential to the
growing child.
The first Important consideration In
salad making Is a good foundation.
Whatever Is used let It be crisp and
fresh and neatly arranged and the
next lniiorluiit step is the dressing.
The most delightful coiuhlnutlons may
he ruined by n poor, hudly seusoned
dressing. Salads containing fish, meat,
nuts, eggs or cheese will make a dish
sufficiently sustaining for a main dish.
The simplest of all dressings Is the
French dressing and one which Is
most commonly used. With a good
brand of olive oil, using three parts of
oil to one of vinegar, a little salt and
sugar with a dash of paprika and
cayenne, all hen ten with a I lover egg
heater until thick, and all Ihe Ingredients cold, this dressing Is ready to
g

'Mid the rich store of nature's gifts to
man
Each haa his loves, close wedded to his
soul
By fine association's golden links.
-- Elliot

000

ter, If preferred. Garnish with a sprig
of mint and serve ice cold. Peaches,
pears, grapes of various kinds as well
as berries make splendid possibilities
or cocktails.
Mutton With Peas. Tuke a piece of
lamb or mutton for stewing, simmer in
boiling water with one small onion
and three cloves, a pepper corn and an
elghlh of a bay leaf, for flavor; when
tender and ready to serve remove the
meat to a hot plotter, prepare (he
gravy hy thickening with flour and butter worked to a paste and stirred Into
the liquor from the meat. Conk until
smooth, strain and add two to three
cupfuls of fresh green peas, cooked
and poured around the meat. The seasoning of salt and pepper must be added before the meat or gravy Is well
cooked, In order to be well seusoned.
Salad Chiffonade. Arrange lettuce,
pepper grass, tender green mustard
and strips of pimento In a salad bowl ;
cover with French dressing und serve
well chilled.
Radish Sandwiches. Wash a dozen
crisp, fresh radishes and chop finely;
add four nut meats minced and four
tuhlespoonfuls of mayonnaise dressing. Spread on slices of buttered oat
bread.
Quick Oat Bread. Toke two and
cupfuls of rolled oats; put
through (be ment grinder; add four
teuspnonfiils of baking powder, half a
teitspoonful of salt, one cupful of milk,
and two
one egg
of corn sirup. Bake in a
greased hreiidpan 40 minutes.
Pimento, Egg and Tuna Salad.
Mash the yolks of four
cupful of (una
eggs with
tlsh, well flaked, and a (easpoonful of
lemon Juice and half a teitspoonful of
salt. To
cupful of mayonnaise dressing add an eighth of a (easpoonful of mustard, a few grains of
cayenne and a toblespoonful of
chopped pickles. Add a teaspoonful of
dissolved gelatin to the mayonnaise
and use to stuff the plineiitoes which
have been drained and carefully wiped.
Set each in a gem pan until filled und
set; then chill before serving. Slice
and serve on lettuce.
hard-cooke- d
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"HAVE

APPETIZINGLY
PREPARED.

A

HEART."

The hearts of young animals are all
cooked and make a delicious
Perishable meats like sweetbreads, easily
meal. Cut in slices and
so
are
and
liver
brains,
kidneys
saute In a little butter,
deli-

"1

wholesome,

cate mid
ly

appellr.-ln-

g

when carefulconked
and

served that the
demand for ruts
would
of meat
decrease If more
of our people
used these sundries; then there would
be pleuty of all kinds for all. at nil
times. Sweetbreads are considered a
great delicacy, but brains nre spurned
by the majority, for no reason tlinti
that they are not In the habit of conking them. The same Is (rue of liver
and kidneys, Ihe latter if carefully
cleaned, parboiled and cooked make u
most tasty dish.
Liver from whatever animal Is tender and requires little cooking to make
It palatable, while kidney should have
either a long, slow cooking or a very
short stage; (here is no middle ground.
A heart Is belter if cooked slowly a
long time, or It may be sliced and
cooked In a hot frying pun. If a lender young heart, (his makes most delicious eating rooked as one does
steak, either broiled or pan broiled.
Tripe being what II Is. the stomach
lining. Is very easy of d gestion ami
needs bill little cooking. It Is usually
served with a highly seasoned sauce
of some kind, tomato being (lie favorite.
A piece of spurerlb, though covered
with little meat, which, by (he way.
grows less and less, makes a gsd seasoning for a dish of csMiage. even If
there Is no meal (o serve; the flavor
Is (here which makes a lusty dish.
Greens, beets, spinach, dandelions may
be conked with sparerlbs.
Sweetbreads are too eXKnslve In
the city for the average family, but In
the country where (here is less demand they are sold at a reasonable
price. To cook, simmer in water tn
cover, to which bus tieen added a half
Itemnve
tahlespomifnl of vinegar.
after twenty minutes of simmering
and plunge Into cold water to make
them firm. After removing all (he (inedible portions they are ready tn be
creamed, baked or fried.
A SUMMER

DINNER.

A pleasing beginning for a dinner is
some sort of fruit cocktail, served
well chilled In dainty
stemmed glasses, garnished with a sprig of
mint or a maraschino
cherry on the edge of the
There Is such
glass.
If
wide range In fruits that
one may have at any
season something worth
while.
A very pretty and de
licious fruit cocktail is made of the
heart of a ripe watermelon. Cut ball
French potato cutter,
with a
marinate with a sugar sirup flavored
delicately with orange rind. The Juice
of the orange may be added to the
sirup, cutting down some of the wagood-size-

d

Jack cores.
are many
The whims of
and curious, but for the pure sarcasm
commend as to the British sailor who
wife
Mnatrf his executors to PST bishazel
one shilling, wherewith to buy
nuts, as she had always preferred
cracking nut to mending his stock
ings.
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MEATS

t

cooking

not

(oo

long,

then serve piping hot.
With
Boiled
Heart
Raisins.
Rice
and
Wash the heart, remove
the tubes and gristle,
cover with boiling wa- (er and cook ten minutes, then simmer very slowly on the back of (lie
stove or In a tireless cooker until tender. Add washed rice, salt and pepof a cupful of
per, using
rice, a teaspoonful of salt, and
of a teaspoonful of pepper; cook
until the rice Is tender. Ilruln the
liquor from the rice, udd
of a cupful of raisins, half a cupful of
walnuts cut In bits, one and
tublespiMinfiils of lemon Juice, salt and
pepper to taste and bring to t lie hulling point. Place Ihe heart In (he center of u platter, surround with cooked
rice, pour nuts and raisins over the
heart and garnish with parsley.
Kidney a la Pon. Wash one kidney,
remove the tough portions and tubes,
parboil changing the water two or
three times. Ilrnln, roll in seasoned
flour and cook In three tuhlcsponiifuls
Iteniove tn n hot platter
of drippings.
and keep warm. Slice four large onions, and cook in tills fal. remove
them when yellow to the serving dish.
Add two cupfuls of hulling water lo
the fat In the pun and add six cooked
Bring to
potatoes cut In thick
Hie polling point, add four tahlcsxon-ful- s
of flour mixed with a third of a
water. Stir and cook,
cupful of
add a leasHtouful of kitchen bouquet,
with salt and cpper lo taste. When
the potatoes ore thoroughly heated, remove tliein to the platter, reheat the
kidney sauce and pour over the potatoes. Surround with the onions und
serve at once.
Puree of Peas. Cisik a pint of tender green ens and put through a
sieve; add a (alilespoonful of butter
mixed with two of flour, salt and
(o (aste. Conk until the flour Is
well rooked, add a cup of milk, heut
and whip with a dover egg healer,
then serve at once. If there are more
to serve, the amount of milk may be
Increased without Injuring the flavor.
Ox Tail Soup. Cut one ox tail in
piece, wash and sprinkle with hnlf
a cupful of rolled oats, two and a half
tablespMiifuls of fat until brown. Cover
tnhlespoiifuls of fat, until brown. Cover
with four cupfuls of water and two
cupfuls of canned tomato, a bit of hay
leaf, half a green pepper minced, and
one onion cut In thin slices. Boil 15
minutes and conk over night In a tireless cooker. Bemove Ihe ment from
(he hones and rub the soup and vegetables through a sieve. Cook together
In water to cover half a green pepper,
half a cupful of diced carrot, a fourth
of a cupful each of turnip and onion;
when soft add to the soup with meat,
season with celery sauce, Worcestershire sauce and a teaspoonful of beef
extract. Reheat and serve.
three-fourth- s
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Looking over the newest (hlngs In
nathlng suits one might easily conclude that fair bathers object to getting wet and only go Into the water to
get cool, or to be "In t lie swim" with
their sister bulhers. What tliey really
object to (unless they possess Venus
de Medici figures) Ik the way In which
bathing togs cling and stick and the
somewhat bedraggled appearance they
are likely to make when tliey come
out of the water. Nothing escapes Ihe
notice of the keen manufacturers of
bulbing togs mid tliey have met this
situation with suits on the order of
(bat one shown in the picture.
Rubberized silk In rose color Is used
to make (lie shapely und modest overdress in Ibis suit and It is trimmed
with black and white checkerboard
bands Hint give It a lot of snap. The
In dy N gathered Into a
wide flat hand with the fullness
brought to (lie shies and the skirt Is
uiuhiiged In the same way, so that even
bulbing suits tale note of the wider
hips that lire Indicated ill styles for
full.

The knickers for (Ills suit are made
satin and a vestee of the
same material in the overdress hours
them company.. Black silk stockings
and black sateen slippers tuke care of
the feet In an effective but Inconspicuous fashion, while a gay little
of black

fuur-cor-

nered cup of rose colored rubber cloth)
puts a pretty finishing touch to the
outfit. As no one aspires to a deep
cout of tun (his year, a blink ami
white striped parasol lends Its aid lo
face creams lo keep the face and neck
from too much sunburn.
Rubberized silks In brilliant color
have been used in much more elabore
ate bench clothes than tills very
suit, and even for those who prefer silk or wool in their swimming
clot lies, mantles und capes of rubberized silk prove sightly for wear on tho
beach and for the wulk to and from it.
sen-slid-

Pile Fabrics Popular
The prophecy (hut, when (he price
of a pile fabric clashes with that of a
fair quality fur, the latter Is preferred,
does not seem to be home out In tho
operations of the clonk iiiauufactureri
for fall. Pile fahilcs in I lie most expensive makes are proving so popular
with the buyers thut It Is cstlmnleii
the supply Is going to fall fur short of
the demand. The pile fabric makers!
believe thut the most ltiiiortunt reason for tills successful competition of
their product with fur Is that the
Imitation bus reached a stage where
It is difficult to tell the difference between It and the real tiling. Another
reason ascribed Is the better wear.i.g
quality of tbe artificial fur.
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New Oil Substitute.
factory has been started In
Sweden for extracting oil from schist,
thus adding one more to the number
of substitutes already on tbe market
Large quantities of alum schist are
found In the district, yielding benzine
and crude oils.
A
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How to Wash Colored Embroidery.
The best way to bleach white gisuds
having colored embroidery (such as
t
dollies and other articles which
be boiled for fear the color will
fade) is lo wash (hem and (ben dry
them in the shade. Put (lieiu in an
old pillow case w hich has been dipNil
in very strong bluing water and thoroughly dried. Then hang the cne,
with the embroidered articles inside,
in the light for several days.
They
will be
white and the colbe
will
one
bit
not
ored embroidery
faded.
Look After the Smoothing Iron.
After the tcinier of a smoothing
Iron Is sjMilled It will never retain the
heat so well again. Therefore never
let Irons stand on Hie stove when
there Is a hot fire unless they are
in constant use, and do not allow theui
to become
When Heating Irene,
Turn an old pan or kettle over irons
which are being heated and they will
get hot much quicker. This also keeps
the room cooler.
Hew to Press Black Lace.
To press black hice, sHnge with
clear water on the right side until
quite wet, lay right side down on a
black pad. cover with a Mack cloth
and press with a hot iron. When this
Is done it will be found that the lace
Is like new.
A New Scheme for Ironing Ribbon.
If the ribbon has been wsshed In
gasoline let it get thoroughly aired before pressing. If washed in soap and
water, roll In a dry cloth before pressing. Lay several thicknesses of paper on the Ironing board, then place
one end of tbe ribbon on the paper.
run-no-

over-heate-

CRASH

SHOPPING BAG.

Shopping bags maybe made of a variety of materials. Including cut velvet, moire ribbon and crash. Those
made of crash are decidedly serviceable. A pretty pattern Is in brown
embroidered In light brown and green.
It has a narrow border filled with
In the corners are
small eyelets.
Money-MaFolks.
squares filled with an open flower em"De way some folks will tussel an' broidered
Silk Once Mora Valuable.
In white.
The bag Is
At one time silk was so valuable scrap fob money," said Cncle Eben, hemmed and shirred at the top and
to
la
owa
'most
"is
make
dolIts
a
was
sold for
sliver
weight
enough
that It
has a drawstring of silk cord.
lar look like a medal fob bravery."
gold, literally.
d

omer

with a piece of brown or while paper
on each side. Now press hard with n
warm tint Iron on the ribbon snder the
,
and pull the ribbon all under
the flutlron. Then reverse the ends. It
requires two persons to successfully
press ribbons In this way. The process is very simple, and the rllilsin will
look as good as when new, and will
not lose Its stiffness or look glossy,
as those Ironed the old way.
puM-r-

Big Demand for Skirts.
The great retail demand for summer
skirts has cleaned out retail stock and
showered the manufacturers with duplicate orders. Flannels and gabardines)
are among the leaders, although linens)
are getting (heir usual
and
heavy demand. White Is most desired,
hut the pastel shades are attrsctlnic
more than the usual amount of attention given to colored skirts for the summer. The tusrclty of silks and the
high prices qnoted by JoIiIhts of suctt
material, will turn to other fabrics, it
Is said, some of the business that would
otherwise go to silk numbers.
s

If a Rug Curls.
Rugs that curl on edge or wrinkle
In middle have lost their "sizing."
Place the rug face down on the floor.
Make very thin cooked starch and add
a small quantity of powdered gnut
arable dissolved In a little water. Apply to back of nig with a palnthrush
or a paper hanger's brush. When the
nig Is dry It w ill be quite stiff and wlir
tie without curling.
LOUIS

XV MOOES

REVIVED.

Some of the Paris coutuiieres are
putting out adaptations of the style
of an earlier era the French court
In the days of Itmig XV. Jenny hs
Just launched a l.ouis XV dance frock
a deep square
e
of blue silk
and elbow sleeves. A band at
frilling encircles the throat and ores
this Is drawn a Mack silk cravat with
long ends that fall at tbe front, divldV
lng the square of neck wtthia tbe
into two se liens.
decol-letag-

Gay A. Reed of Carlsbad, just back
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from France, visited in Santa Fe this
week. Being rejected when he tried
CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
to enlist, he entered the service of SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,
CHURCHES
the Y. M. C. A. and has been abroad
more than a year. He was with the
81th division until the armistice.
General and Personal
Here and There Over the State
After six weeks in the hospital he
went in January to Germany with oooooooooeeoocooeoccoocooooooooBooc
o uuuoocoooooooococ
Mrs. O. O. Askren and children are
Mrs. A. L. Morrison and daughtei the 5th Army Corps.
CONSOLATION
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Miss Sylvia Morrison expect to reMarion and Omar Barker
have
This week has proved unusually
turn home in the near future from
Miss Elizabeth Winters of Tucum- - a delightful visit of several weeks just returned to Las Vegas aftei a May you each night look back across active, socially speaking, especially
the span
week's visit with their brother Charfor the younger set, who have en
tari, court stenographer there, is in southern California.
les B. Barker of the state land Twixt dawn and dark, and to your joyed many exceedingly pleasant af
viiting in Santa I t.
conscience say
Boil, saw hard service in
fairs. Among) the events was a de
Mrs. Minnie Brumbach
fighting 'me "Because of some kind deed to beast lightful at home given in ,honor of
Corporation commissioner lionifa- - pher in the office of the attorney France, being on the
of
the
man
One
months.
for
or
is
cio Montoya
boys
Miss Adelaide Hahn, of Hollywood,
on a business visit general, left the first of the week for
many
to Iternalillo.
a month's vacation with her mother was (rassel and the other also The world is better that I ve lived 'California.
Thursday nieht with
broken.
comes
home
with
health
Miss Elizabeth
French and Miss
today."
Mo.
in
and sister
Miller,
Selected.
Charles li. Barker of the state land
They rtcer tly were releied fr.jii,l
Kathryn Andrews as hostesses, at the
office left Thursday for Magdah.ua
residence of the latter on Santa Fe
A. J. Fischer, chief clerk in the service, though not ful'y rerovri!-on official business.
avenue. A dance given by Mrs. A.
office of the state engineer, return from 'he effects of lonn an' active Thunder and
Picnic
Lightning
B Renehan
at her beautiful home
ed to work the first of the week service overseas.
recent
The
moonlight picnic
E. N. Hobart, assistant state
"The Willows"
on upper Palace
three weeks' absence dut to
Thun
be
rechristened
to
had
Kio
in
is
on
avenue in honor of Miss Catherine
Chairman Hugh H. Williams left Tyrone
Albuquerque
injuries received in an accident.
iter,
unex-- ,
from
the
and
der
Lightning,
Grande improvement matters.
O'Reilly, another charming Santa Fe
Thursday morning for Taos Junction
Swim- visitor trom Albuquerque.
and Tres Piedras with a party ot pecicu turn lancn uy
Mr anrt M r fntrlipK anrl rta 11C7I1
The party gathered at the home of ming partjes an(j pjcnjcs have added
Mrs. Merritt Orton, of Creede, of I'ine Bluff. Ark.. Mrs.
officials
Denver
to
Grande
Rio
and
and
Heyman
Colorado is visiting her sister Mrs Mrs. Julian
to the pleasure and diversion of the
Dreyfus, of Albuquerque, " vesiifjare sianons iacnmes ai mese
E. N. Rich of Cernllos Road.
evening and went thence by young people.
were the guests this week of Mr. Points. R. F. Ray, assistant of the the
a
which
canon
truck
a
promised
and Mrs. Morris Blatt on Don Gas- - assistant general manager, Denver; suitableto
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Bloomenschein
place for a bonfire picnic.
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Tomorrow
"i-night Miss Pauline
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and
were
Games
of the Taos art colony spent a few per avenue.
played
will entertain
Denver; and t. W. Duell, division
several
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wiciuci
hours in the city enroute to the Rito
wui friends at a dance in the ball room
State Senator R. G. Bryant of Por- - superintendent. Alamosa came to merrily cnuugn.
the
coffee
the
)
bubbling,
los Frijoles.
toasting,
tales, one of the members of the Santa Fe Wednesday in a railway
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used to pay for the new instruments will find this attractive room esthat the band will purchase in the pecially convenient. There will b
near future.
no charge, except tot the refreshments.
The benefit dance given under the
auspices of the Santa Fe Woman's Beaatifal Thought
Club Wednesday night at the De
If
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Vargas Hotel was a great success. speak you
a kind word; if you cannot
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ings towards others.
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Beautiful thoughts make beautiful
Delicious refresh- lives, for every
their children.
word and deed lies
ments were served by the Epworth in the thought that prompted it, as
League, Ladies Aid and the mem the flowers lie in the seed.
bers of the choir.
Capacity never lacks opportunity;
This splendid and much needed i cannot remain undiscovered beconvenience was made possible by cause it is sought by too many who
the Civic and Child Welfare De are anxious to utilize it daily.
Up and onward Live in the prepartment of the Santa Fe Woman's
Club and the ladies of the Methodist sent with glad thoughts of the past
A
church jointly.
girl will be in and hopes for the future. So shall
charge and refreshments will be you do the work that is yours to do,
available. Tired mothers with babies welt and bravely.

POWER RATE
HOUSEWORK BY ELECTRICITY
Think of running the

is a boon to women.

machine with the weaving; treadle. Of doing the washing without backbreaking
labor. It can all be done and we shall be
very glad indeed to prove it to you. And
the cost is not excessive. Come and see how
electricity will do nearly all your housework.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY
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BONES WANTED

'

We are in the market for bones
them at

shippingl T .nrVA

USE THE BETTER KIND
It pays to supply your table with quality
food products, such as
Chase & Sanborn's Coffee.
Hunts Canned Fruits.
Richelieu Canned Vegetables.

H. S. KAUNE & CO.
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Santa Pe, New Mexico

The Public and the!
Company

Dav Nursery at Albuquarqu
The day nursery maintained by the
Woman's Club in Albuquerque for
e lan is Knnn trt
co ov1
ii on fie
mothers with little children who are
employed, or who are seeking em
ployment and have no place to leave
them. The women are very irratelul
to the thoughtful club ladies who
have provided a safe place, where
they can leave their youngsters in
the hours that they are employed.
'the care of a trained nurse during
Several of the leading Albuquerque
women are on the committee in
charge of the nursery.
'
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amusements of all kinds in and near
Ancho lately, but a few days ago the
record was broken. J. N. Trutillo
who has been the prime mover of
n
affairs in the
amusement line, gave a dance at this
little village and over sixty couple
participated. Mr. Trujitlo is a live
wire among his class of people there
and surrounding vicinity.

COMMUNITY klways welcomes the establishing of an inntitatka
that fills a recognized community need; unfortunately it doeaat
always manifest a lively interest in the health of such an inati-tutio-n
aiter it is eatablitthed.

Spanish-America-

It fe ene thing to ewtabliNh Induatries; it is quite another thing to
build up, develop end maintain them.

Soiournara Club Eatortaie
The Sojourners Club, a Masonic
organization of Fort Bayard gave an
enjoyable evening program recently
at the Red Cross House at the Fort
A large attendance was present from
Silver City, Santa Rita and Hurley
After an address of welcome and
a musical and literary program of un-

An industry een be established by the investment v oapltaJ Ha
development an4 maintenance depend upon the attitude of the publle
toward the enterprlaa and toward the product.
Likewise, the pmanency of aa institution defend upoa the wUV
fogneaa of it customers Id pay a sufficient price for. its product to enable
It to continue strong and1 Wei thy financially.

usual merit in every number
for dancing was provided.

Telephone service is a "home jsxxkict" of every community in the
mountain statee, and is woven into the very warp and woof of commercial and social life. The permanency and adequacy of telephone service
depend upon the seme factors as i,re Involved in the security and permanency of every other established industry.

ie

Farewell Party al Ratwell
A pleasant farewell party was giv
en at the Presbyterian manse in Ros- well by the elders of the churcli for
Jdr. and Mrs. M. T. Brockett, who
left that city this week to reside
in California.
At the close of a delightful evening delicious refreshserved.
ments were

With very, very few exceptions the people of the West recognize
tfiese principles and pursue a "live and let live" policy toward ail
legitimate business institutions.

Social a Decided Saeceea
The ice cream social given a few
days ago at the club house in Hon-dal- e
was a decided success and the
evening proved most enjoyable. Following a short musical program a
kangaroo court was held. The ladies
cleared $10.40 toward the club fonds.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph
Company

i.

wrtJigmn

The steady usefulness of your car depends on good tires.
Economy depends on good tires.
United States Tires are good tires. That's why we handle
them. Take no clianrea with unknown Quality. But United
States Tires,
for their proved dependability,
for their oft demonstrated economy.
We can provide you with United States Tires to meet your
eeds exactly.

Woman's Way Diskaartaaiaf
A Santa Fe Elk who attended a
'(.cent tince at their cluh h.ne i
leported to hive said the following
to a pal next day: "What makes
a woman want to juggle th turn
iture around t.io house a")jur every
week, and put one piece where an
other piece has Lcenf It ss very
n I try
to com home
to go to bed on t) e chiffonier."

The Mountain States Teerphone and Telegraph Company 'e system of
wires, furnishing the means ef communication over mountains, plains
and desert, is a tremendous fact in the dvplopmrnt of the West.
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Buy Tires of Known Quality

music

31

.
The Woman's Temperance Unioa
wilt meet this afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Frank Lovetand, Palace ave..
Delegates will be selected to attend
the State W. T. C U. meeting, whick
will be held at Portalea the 3rd and
4th of September.

United States Tires
are Good Tires
We

know United States Tires are good tires.

That's why

we sell them.

Martin's Tire Shop, Santa Fe
Bernalillo Mercantile Co., Domingo
Bond & Nohl Mercantile Co., R. A. Clifford, Espanola
Espanola Garage, H. T. McCurdy, Espanola
Ernile Mignardot, Moriarty
Gossons Garage, Santa Fe

